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Problem

The Collectivism-Individualism literature argues that
there is a difference in the way that Americans and the
Chinese handle conflict based on differences in culture.

It

is also speculated that these differences have been
influenced by Confucian values.

However, these positions

have not been conclusively supported by empirical findings.
Method
Both the Chinese Value Survey and Thomas and Kilmann's
Management-of-Differences Exercise were administered to 124
U. S. White American graduate business students and 142 Hong
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Kong Chinese graduate business students.
hypotheses were formulated.

Three null

These hypotheses stated that

there is no linear combination of Integration, Human
heartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral discipline
that significantly discriminates between the two sample
groups ; that there is no linear combination of
Competitiveness, Collaborativeness, Avoidance, and
Accommodation that significantly discriminates between the
two sample groups; and that there is no significant
canonical correlation between Integration, Human
heartedness, Work dynamism, and Moral discipline and
Avoidance, Accommodation, Competitiveness, and
Collaborativeness.

The data were analyzed by t-test,

discriminant function analysis, and canonical regression
analyses.
Results
Hypothesis 1 was rejected because the Hong Kong Chinese
male graduate business students were placed higher than the
White American male graduate business students on Moral
discipline.

Hypothesis 2 was rejected because the Hong Kong

Chinese subjects were placed higher than the U.S. White
American subjects on Competitiveness, Accommodation, and
Collaborativeness.

Hypothesis 3 was rejected because those

who scored higher on Moral discipline. Integration, and
Confucian work dynamism tended to score higher on Avoidance
and Accommodation.
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Conclusion
The results of the study indicated that the Hong Kong
Chinese subjects were more collectivistic than the White
American subjects and could have been influenced by
Confucian values more than their hThice American
counterparts.

The Hong Kong subjects employed Avoidance,

rather than Competitiveness and Collaborativeness, in
conflict situations.

Finally, the results implied that the

people who were labelled as collectivists tended to avoid
conflicts.
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C H A PTER I

INTRODUCTION
With the understanding that human social and
communicative behaviors are governed by cultural values and
social norms (Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, & Chua, 1988), the
respective social rules and regulations of a society are
considered to act as a system of expected behavior patterns.
This pattern of behavior organizes interaction between
individuals (Porter & Samovar, 1991; Ting-Toomey, 1985) .
Because social rules and regulations are both culturally and
contextually bound, the national culture makes up these
rules (Hall, 1991; Myers, 1990) . The social setting and
situation may determine the type of rules that are
appropriate.

As a person's value system affects his/her own

perception towards the environment, one's behavior will also
be affected by that value system which, in turn, is
influenced by the respective national culture (Robbins,
1989) .

Because differences in cultural values are found

between the East and the West, the CollectivismIndividualism paradigm is drawn to label the differences
between these two cultural orientations (Hofstede, 1980;
Triandis, 1986) .
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Theoretical Framework
Collectivism-Individualism Paradigm
During recent years, scholars and researchers of
disciplines related to the social and behavioral sciences
have indicated that the differences found in cultural values
as well as social rules and regulations between the West and
the East can be grouped in terms of the difference in,
roughly, two cultural dimensions : Individualism and
Collectivism (Bond & Forgas, 1984; Hofstede, 1980; Hsu,
1981; Hui & Triandis, 1986).

Researchers argue that

cultures in the Orient tend to emphasize the importance of
collective relationships and, therefore, stress the
obligation of the members to the collective aspects of their
community.

People in Western civilizations seem to

highlight the value of an individual's existence and,
therefore, focus on one's responsibility to respect the
rights of others who make up their society (Hofstede & Bond,
1988; Redding, 1990; Triandis, 1986).

These philosophical

contrasts have contributed to the development of a paradigm.
Individualistic cultures emphasize values that serve the
person by making him or her feel distinguished and
independent.

Collectivist cultures emphasize values that

serve the ingroup by subordinating personal goals for the
sake of preserving ingroup integrity, interdependence of its
members, and harmonious relationships (Hofstede & Bond,
1988; Triandis, 1989; Triandis et al., 1986).

Many
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cross-cultural theorists continue to uncover differences
between the East and West in various aspects of human life.
These differences support the concept of a CollectivismIndividualism paradigm.
Cultural Context and Social Behavior
Hall (1976) introduced the dimension of cultural
context that ranged from high to low.

High or low cultural

context was said to be characterized by high and low
cultural demands and constraints, respectively (Ting-Toomey,
1985).

In high-context culture (Asian cultures in

particular), people tend to be more aware of their
surroundings and environment and do not rely on verbal
behaviors as their main information source.

In low-context

culture (usually found in countries in North America and
Western Europe), verbal behaviors are extremely important.
The information to be shared is coded in the verbal message,
for it is not readily available from the environment
(Samovar & Porter, 1991) . Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, and Chua
(1988) suggested that the dimensions of low-high-context
communication and the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm
were isomorphic.

Low- and high-context communications

appear to be the predominant forms of communication in
individualistic (American and European in general) and
collectivist (Asian and Oriental in general) cultures
respectively.
People such as North Americans rely primarily on the
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verbal message for information and communication, genuine
and sincere confrontation is encouraged whenever a conflict
arises between two parties (Pneuman & Bruehl, 1982; TingToomey, 1985).

On the other hand. Eastern people, with

high-context cultures, have an expectation that others
should be able to understand the unarticulated message.
Because of this, they tend to solve conflict by means of
non-verbal behavior and reciprocal sensitivity (Bond &
Hwang, 1986; Bond & Wang, 1983; Leung, 1988).
Statement of the Problem
With the assumption that Collectivism-Individualism and
low-high-context communication are broad dimensions of
cultural variability that influence many different aspects
of social behavior and interpersonal communication, it is
expected that there should be a difference in the manner in
which conflict is handled between the people of the East and
the West.

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that

people in collectivist cultures, such as Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and Japan, would be likely to employ a relatively indirectinactive way of dealing with conflicts, such as avoiding or
igrnoring the conflict situation (Leung, 1988; Tang &
Kirkbride, 1986) ; whereas in individualistic cultures, such
as the United States, members may adopt a direct-active
stance toward conflict, such as confronting the conflict
issue or changing some aspects of the conflict situation
(Adler, 1991; Pneuman & Bruehl, 1982; Ting-Toomey, 1985) .
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The Collectivism-Individualism paradigm literature argues
that there are differences in the way that the East and the
West handle conflict based on differences in cultures.
These differences, however, have not been conclusively
supported by research findings.

Furthermore, it was

speoulated that the differences found in the conflicthandling behavior between the people of the East and the
West were partially caused by the presence or absence of the
influence of Confucian values.

However, no empirical

studies have been published, thus far, that support this
position.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this study were to: (1) identify
empirical support for the Collectivism-Individualism
paradigm,

(2) investigate whether styles of conflict-

handling behavior are partially influenced by the presence
or absence of the influence of Confucian values, and (3)
investigate an empirically supported relationship between
the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm and conflicthandling behavior.
Research Questions
The following research questions were formulated for
the purpose of this study.

First, was there a significant

difference between the values of Chinese male graduate
business students in Hong Kong and White American male
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graduate business students in the United States that
supports the dichotomy of Collectivism and Individualism?
Second, was the Collectivism and Individualism difference
supported in the way Hong Kong subjects and American
subjects handle conflict?

Third, what influence did

Confucian values have on either Collectivism or
Individualism in terms of conflict-handling behavior?
Statement of Hypotheses
The following eight hypotheses were formulated:
Hypothesis 1 :

Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business

students score significantly higher than U.S. White American
male graduate business students on Confucian work dyneunism
and Moral discipline as measured by the Chinese Value
Survey.
Hypothesis 2 :

Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business

students score significantly lower than U.S. White American
male graduate business students on Integration and Human
heartedness as measured by the Chinese Value Survey.
Hypothesis 3 :

Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business

students score significantly higher than White American male
graduate business students on Avoidance and Accommodation as
measured by the Management-of-Differences Exercise.
Hypothesis 4 :

Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business

students score significantly lower than White American male
graduate business students on Competitiveness and
Collaborativeness as measured by the Management-of-
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Differences Exercise.
Hypothesis 5 ; There is a significant negative
correlation between Integration and Human-heartedness as
measured by the Chinese Value Survey and Avoidance and
Accommodation as measured by the Management-of-Differences
Exercise.
Hypothesis 6 : There is a significant positive
correlation between Integration and Human-heartedness as
measured by the Chinese Value Survey and Competitiveness and
Collaborativeness as measured by the Management-ofDif ferences Exercise.
Hypothesis 7 : There is a significant positive
correlation between Confucian work dynamism and Moral
discipline as measured by the Chinese Value Survey and
Avoidance and Accommodation as measured by the Managementof-Differences Exercise.
Hypothesis 8 : There is a significant negative
correlation between Confucian work dynamism and Moral
discipline as measured by the Chinese Value Survey and
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness as measured by the
Management-of-Differences Exercise.
Scope and Delimitations
Because the researcher was interested in generalizing
the findings to the Hong Kong and American business student
populations, subjects were chosen from the student
populations of graduate business administration programs
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currently found in Hong Kong and the United States.
This study was designed to investigate whether the
societal values held by Hong Kong Chinese male graduate
business students and U.S. White American male graduate
business students were affected by Confucian values, and
whether these values subsequently affected the respective
conflict-handling behavior of these male graduate business
students.

There was one independent variable with two

levels and two sets of dependent variables.

The two levels

of the independent variable in the study were Chinese ethnic
graduate business students in Hong Kong and White American
graduate business students in the United States.

The two

dependent variables were value factors and conflict-handling
styles.
Value factors were measured by the Chinese Value Survey
(Chinese Culture Connection, 1987) .

Four value factors were

considered to be the first set of dependent variables in the
study.

Those value factors included Integration, Human-

heartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral discipline.
Conflict-handling style was measured by the Managementof-Differences Exercise (MODE), also known as the ThomasKilmann Conflict Mode, which consisted of five modes :
Avoidance, Accommodation, Compromising, Competitiveness, and
Collaborativeness.

All of the Management-of Differences

Exercise modes except Compromising make up the second set of
dependent variables used in the study.
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Definition of Terms
Accommodation;

A form of conflict-handling style,

characterized by unassertiveness and cooperativeness, as
opposed to Competitiveness.

With Accommodation, an

individual neglects his/her own concerns to satisfy the
concerns of the other person; there is an element of selfsacrifice in this mode.
Avoidance:

A form of conflict-handling style that is

characterized by both unassertiveness and uncooperativeness.
The individual does not immediately pursue his/her own
concerns or those of the other person.

He/she does not

address the conflict.
Collaborativeness;

A form of conflict-handling style,

characterized by both assertiveness and cooperativeness.
is the opposite of Avoidance.

It

Collaborativeness involves an

attempt to work with the other person to find some solution
that fully satisfies the concerns of both persons.
Collectivism;

Collectivism as a characteristic of a

culture opposes Individualism.

Collectivist cultures are

tightly integrated societies and assume that any person
through birth and possible later events belongs to one or
more tight in-groups, from which he/she cannot detach
him/herself.

Collectivism is characterized by low

Integration and high Moral discipline as measured by the
Chinese Value Survey.
Competitiveness;

A form of conflict-handling style
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that is characterized by assertiveness and
uncooperativeness.

An individual pursues his/her own

concerns at the other person's expense.

This is a power-

oriented mode in which one uses whatever power seems
appropriate to win one's own position.
Conflict:

Conflict is defined as a natural phenomenon

involving individual perceptions of a continuous process
between two or more interacting parties with incompatible
goals, ideas, values, behaviors, or emotions.
Confuciaua Work Dynamism:

A factor on the Chinese Value

survey that measures the degree of acceptance of the
legitimacy of hierarchy, the valuing of perseverance, and
thrift.

It reflects the work attitudes and ethics

influenced by Confucian values and teaching.
Human-Heartedness :

A factor on the Chinese Value

Survey that measures the degree of open-hearted patience,
courtesy, kindness, and sense of righteousness.

It reflects

the values of gentleness and compassion within humankind.
It is nearly equivalent to Hofstede's dimension of
Masculinity.
Individualism:

Individualism as a characteristic of a

culture opposes Collectivism.

Individualistic cultures are

broadly integrated societies and assume that any person
looks primarily after his/her own interest and the interest
of his/her immediate family.

Individualism is characterized

by high Integration and low Moral discipline as measured by
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the Chinese Value Survey.
Integration:

A factor on the Chinese Value Survey that

measures the degree of tolerance, harmony, and friendship a
society endorses.

It has a broadly integrative and socially

stabilizing emphasis from the group.

It is related to

Hofstede’s opposing dimensions of Power distance and
Individualism.

It is negatively correlated with Power

distance and is positively correlated with Individualism as
measured by Hofstede's instrument.
Moral Discipline:

A factor on the Chinese Value Survey

that measures the degree of self-control, self-restraint,
and the importance of moderation.

It is related to

Hofstede's opposing dimensions of Individualism and Power
distance.

It is positively correlated with Power distance

and negatively correlated with Individualism as measured by
Hofstede's instrument.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Culture, Socialization, and Behavior
Culture and Values
The study of culture in the social sciences was started
by anthropologists.

For this reason, early definitions of

culture were based on a holistic view and tended to be allencompassing.

Early literature defined culture as

consisting of patterned ways of thinking, feeling, and
behaving based on certain values, artifacts, and ideology
(Kroeber & Kluckholn, 1952; Tylor, 1871).

Likewise, recent

work has described culture as including values, beliefs,
customs, rules, and regulations that human beings learn,
share, and use to interact with one another as members of a
society (Ferraro, 1990; Haralambos, 1983; Horton & Hunt,
1981; Phatak, 1989; Terpstra & David, 1985).

The advantage

of using these kinds of broad definitions is that they
highlight the relatedness of values, behavior, and
artifacts.

The problem, however, lies in difficulties in

the culture's operationalization; and, therefore, the
relationship between culture and human behaviors cannot be
understood, apart from its totality (Chinese Culture
12
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Connection, 1987; Foschi & Hales, 197 9; Hofstede, 1980; Ko,
Chiu, Sc Wong, 1990) . As a consequence, "culture" becomes a
residue factor in many studies (Child, 1981).

Hofstede

(1980; attempced to rectify this problem by drawing from
Triandis' and Vassiliou's (1972) separation of subjective
and objective culture and he defined culture as "collective
programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of
one category of people from another" (Hofstede, 1980, p.
25) .
Elements of Culture
When culture is defined as a collective progreumming of
the mind, it, therefore, must consist of certain elements
which facilitate the social conduct and behavior of a mass
of people in that collectivity.

Some of the cultural

elements include the following four characteristics
(Terpstra & David, 1985, p. 5-6):
1.

Culture is learned.

No matter where one wishes to draw

the line at how much of human behavior is instinctual,
humans, compared with animals, have far more of their
behavior programmed by cultural learning than by
biology.
2.

Culture is shared.

Coordinated action between humans

is possible only when understandings are shared--that
is, when individuals' understandings of reality overlap
with those of other individuals and can be communicated
to others.

On the other hand, when an individual has a
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substantially separate understanding of reality, that
person has the problem of psychosis.
3.

Culture is compelling.

Human social action does not

require that everyone have identical motivations before
they act together.

However, human social action

requires a measure of commitment— that people should
want to do what they have to do.

The appearance of

common motivation suffices to facilitate common action.
If social codes for behavior are known and shared but
are not compelling for most of the people most of the
time, that society has a problem of coordinating
behavior.
4.

Cultural symbols and meanings are interrelated.

This

interrelation is one of contrasts and of differences
that make a difference for persons in the society.
Humans learn by discerning contrasts.

For instance, a

child cannot understand the meaning of hot without
understanding the meaning of cold.

This interrelation

of symbols and their meanings has consequences; a
change in one element will change related elements.
Functions of Culture
What does culture do?

Although extensive lists of

functions of culture could be given, the following list
suffices for the purposes of this study (Terpstra & David,
1985, p. 6-7) . Every human culture must deal with the
following problems if the society is to continue to have a
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social life that appears ordered to its members:
1.
2.

Acc[uisition of food, clothing, and shelter.
Provision of protection from human enemies and
natural disasters.

3.

Regulation of sexuality.

4.

Child raising and instruction in socially approved
and useful behavior.

5.

Division of labor among humans.

6.

Sharing and exchanging the product of human work.

7.

Providing social controls against deviant behavior.

8.

Providing incentives to motivate persons to want to do
what they have to do.

9.

Distributing power and legitimizing the wielding of
power to allow setting of priorities, making decisions,
and coordinating actions that obtarn social goals.

10. Providing a sense of priorities (values) and an
overall sense of worth (religion) to social life.
The Three Operations of Culture
All these functions can be summarized in the following
ways : culture consists of three operations that facilitate
social order (Terpstra & David, 1985, p. 7).
1.

Culture classifies phenomena into discontinuous units.
For example, children classify large bushes and small
trees the same until they learn differently.

Cultural

symbols draw distinctions that make a difference for
persons in society.
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2.

Culture codes classified units.

People learn not only

to classify items but also how to behave towards them.
Once an object or relationship is culturally
identified, rules for proper conduct (codes for
conduct) towards that unit can be defined.

Coding is

both ideal and practical.
3.

Culture specifies priorities among codes for conduct.
Priorities are necessary because different social
situations call for different actions.
among codes are called values.

Priorities

Moreover, culture

legitimizes and justifies all its classifications,
codes, priorities, and values.
Values
How does one's national culture affect his/her
behavior?

Porter (1972) argued that culture involved the

cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, meanings,
beliefs, values, attitudes, religions, concepts of self,
concepts of the universe, hierarchies of status, role
expectations, and time concepts acquired by a large group of
people in the course of generations through individual and
group striving.

Therefore, culture is almost everything a

person learns from and shares with his/her society.

One of

the most significant concepts in the list by Porter was
values.

A value is that which is desirable to individuals

or a collectivity, explicitly or implicitly, and which
influences their behavior (or choice of behavior) to select
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from available modes, means, and ends of action (Adler,
1991) .

It involves assessments of should/could, good/evil,

right/wrong, and beauty/ugliness.

Cultural values influence

human behavior for they entail a hierarchy of choice and
provide order and direction to human thoughts and actions
(Nadler, Nadler, & Broome, 1985).

Within a cultural

collectivity, ones' value systems are maintained through
sets of positive and negative social norms and sanctions
(Davis, 1971) .

Thus, the affirmation of the basic values

found within ones' culture implies various moral and ethical
standards for that given ethnic collectivity.
Aside from values, there are also attitudes and
beliefs.

Attitudes, which are influenced by learned values,

are the reactions an individual employs to respond in an
evaluative manner towards his/her environments (Myers,
1990) ; beliefs are considered to be the cognitive elements
that substantiate an individuals' attitudes.

Because

culture is a collective program of the mind through
socialization, norms are definitely part of culture (Ko et
al., 1990).
Primary and Secondary Socialization
Individual beliefs and values are themselves products
of the person's biological tendencies and socialization
(Hofstede, 1980).

Socialization is the process by which

people l e a m the culture of their society (Horton & Hunt,
1981) .

It can be divided into two types: primary and
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secondary (Terpstra & David, 1985).

Primary socialization

is the process of learning how to live in a particular
society.

The main socialization agents are the family and

the educational system.
rather unspecific.

Culture learned at this level is

Secondary socialization refers to the

acculturation with regard to specific aspects of life
(Haralambos, 1983).

For instance, one learns about

"business culture" or "professional culture" after one
becomes a member of the business community or a professional
group.
For each individual, values and norms can be
distinguished as being both socially desirable and
personally desirable.

Social desirability is what people

believe to be desired by the collectivity.
and concerned with what "ought to be."

It is evaluative

Personal

desirability is about what a particular individual wants.
Organizations are distinct from, but influenced by, society,
the environment, and individuals (Lincoln, Hanada, & Olson,
1981; Redding, 1990).

Various collectivities that make up

the society and environment have their own subcultures.
Therefore, it can be expected that the behaviors of the
members of an organization are affected by its culture too.
Subculture, therefore, is defined as a cognitive frame of
reference including basic values, attitudes, beliefs, and
feelings that are transmitted to and shared by themembers
of a collectivity within the society at large (Frank &
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Brownell, 1989;

Robbins, 1989) as a result of the secondary

socialization process.
Levels of Subculture
Subculture is an attribute of a collectivity.

A

collectivity can be the human race, a nation-state, a
society, a community, an industry, a profession, a
corporation, or an organization.

Thus, culture can be

studied at different levels using different units of
analysis such as societal culture, industrial culture, and
corporate culture.

The word "level" is used to show that

some collectivities are subsets of others.

In such cases,

it is expected that culture at the higher level constrains
but does not determine the subculture below it (Terpstra &
David, 1985).

Culture at the lower levels would be

concerned with more specific situations.
For the study of management practices, five levels of
culture can be analytically distinguished:

universal

(human) culture, societal/national culture, business
culture, industrial culture, and corporate (organizational)
culture (Ko et al., 1990; Terpstra & David, 1985).
Cognition and Behavior
Through socialization, the society influences the
individuals' frame of reference by providing value systems
that have effects on their choices of behavior (Kroeber &
Parsons, 1958).

However, behaviors are not only affected by
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values and norms that influence evaluation but also by the
way people perceive the environment (situation) and the way
they process information.

Thus, in the cognitive aspect of

the socialization process, "collective programming" is not
just about evaluation but also about perception and
cognition (Ko et al., 1990).

Values and norms can also be

divided into those that relate more to the choice of goals
and those that relate to the choice of means or style.

This

distinction is similar to Rokeach's terminal and
instrumental values (Rokeach, 1973).

As an individual's

value system significantly affects that person's perception
of a particular situation, it is rather easy and natural to
believe that one's social behavior and interpersonal
communication skills are very much influenced by his/her
value system which, in turn, is affected by his/her national
culture (Chiu, 1992; Robbins, 1989).

That is the reason why

Davis argued that "the more one fundamentally accepts a
basic system of values, the more one is likely to view
his/her own interpretation of an act as the morally correct
one and the other fellow's as falling short of grace"
p. 12).

(1971;

Because distinctions in basic societal values are

found between the East and West due to different
socialization and cognitive processes (Liu, 1986; Nakamura,
1964), it is not surprising to see that there are also sharp
differences between East and West communicative and social
behavior.
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Collectivism-Individualism Paradigm
Part of the reason for these cultural differences
between the East and West is thought to be a result of the
distinct difference found in their respective cultural
orientations and perspectives regarding the society-member
relationship.

A dichotony was, therefore, identified by

scholars as Collectivism (East) versus Individualism (West).
In fact, the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm has been
isolated by anthropologists, coitparative sociologists, and
cross-cultural psychologists for many years (Hofstede, 1980;
Hsu, 1981; Hui & Triandis, 1986; Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck,
1961; Schwartz, 1990; Triandis, 1986; Yang, 1981).
Furthermore, it has emerged in Western and Eastern analyses
of culture (Chinese Culture Connection, 1987; Hofstede,
1983; Hui & Villareal, 1989; Leung, 1988).

The

Collectivism-Individualism paradigm provides a powerful
explanatory framework for cultural differences in cultural
values, human behavior, and interpersonal communication
(Gudykunst et al., 1988).
In individualistic cultures, "people are supposed to
look after themselves and their immediate family only,*
whereas in collectivist cultures, “people belong to ingroups
or collectivities which are supposed to look after them in
exchange for loyalty" (Hofstede & Bond, 1984, p. 419).

The

"I" identity has precedence in individualistic cultures over
the "we" identity that takes precedence in collectivist
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cultures.

The emphasis in individualistic societies is on

the individual's initiative and achievement, whereas
emphasis is placed on belonging to groups in collectivist
societies.

People in individualistic cultures tend to be

universalistic and apply the same value standards to all.
People in collectivist cultures, in contrast, tend to be
particularistic and, therefore, apply different value
standards for members of their ingroups and outgroups (Ko et
al., 1990; Redding, 1990).
Triandis (1986) attempted to explain the difference
between the two ends of the "I" and "We" paradigm by
suggesting that collectivist cultures focus on the ingroup,
whereas the individualistic cultures do not.

Collectivist

cultures emphasized the goals, needs, and views of the
ingroup over those of the individual. The social norms of
the ingroup and sharing of ingroup beliefs were seen as more
important than individual pleasure or unique individual
beliefs.

Furthermore, collectivistic cultures also placed a

value on cooperation with ingroup members, rather than
maximizing individual outcomes.
Furthermore, Triandis and his associates (Triandis,
Leung, Villareal, & Clack, 1985; Triandis et al., 1986) have
suggested that a personality dimension, idiocentrismallocentrism, corresponded to cultural variability in
Collectivism-Individualism.

Idiocentrism at the

psychological level corresponded to Individualism at the
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cultural level, whereas allocentrism at the psychological
level was equated with Collectivism at the cultural level.
Triandis et al. (1985) found that allocentric tendencies
involved three factors : subordinating individual goals to
group goals, viewing the ingroup as an extension of the
self, and strong ingroup identity.

Allocentrics reported

greater social support than did idiocentrics, whereas
idiocentrics reported being more lonely than did
allocentrics. This finding was corroborated by Triandis and
colleagues (1986) in Puerto Rico.
Considerable evidence has accumulated to support the
usefulness of the Collectivism/Individualism dimension as a
way of categorizing cultures (Schwartz, 1990).

In his study

involving over 50 countries, Hofstede (1980, 1983) extracted
four dimensions of national culture: CollectivismIndividualism, Uncertainty avoidance. Power distance, and
Masculinity-Femininity.
The four dimensions basic to the anthropological study
of Hofstede were as follows:
1.

Power distance: It reflected the degree that a culture
was comfortable or accepting of an unequal distribution
of power.

Cultures that stressed respect for authority

and conformity would be expected to score high on this
index.
2.

Individualism versus Collectivism: On one end of this
scale was individualism, a cultural value which
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encouraged people to look after themselves and their
immediate family.

For this group, the individual was

the most important unit in society.

In collective

societies, people belonged to families, groups, or
collectivities from which the individual received
protection in return for loyalty.

The difference

between individualism and collectivism was essentially
"I" versus "We."

A high score indicated high

Individualism.
3.

Uncertainty avoidance: It was defined as the degree to
which people were threatened by ambiguous situations
and have created beliefs or customs to avoid them.

The

truer this condition was for a society, the higher the
score would be on this index.
4.

Masculinity versus Femininity: Masculinity described
cultures that placed great importance on success,
money, and things.

Femininity reflected cultures where

the dominant values were caring for others and the
quality of life.

High scores on Masculinity reflected

the masculine side of the scale (Hofstede, 1980).
Hofstede (1980, 1983} found that the individualist
countries were the English-speaking ones, such as the United
States and England; and that the more collectivist countries
were in Asia, such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Japan.

In particular, Hofstede suggested that his Hong Kong

samples were higher than their American counterparts on
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Power distance, whereas the U.S. subjects received scores
higher than the Hong Kong Chinese on Individualism,
Uncertainty avoidance, and Masculinity.

High Cultural Context Versus
Low Cultural Context
Hall (1976) differentiated cultures on the basis of the
communication that predominated in the culture.

A high-

context communication or message was one in which "most of
the information is either in the physical context or
internalized in the person, while very little is in the
coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message*
1976, p. 79).

(Hall,

A low-context communication or message, in

contrast, was one in which "the mass of the information is
vested in the explicit code" (p. 79).

While no culture

existed at either end of the low-high-context continuum, the
culture of the United States was placed toward the lower
end, slightly above the German, Scandinavian, and Swiss
cultures.

Most Asian cultures, such as the Japanese,

Chinese, and Korean, in contrast, fell toward the highcontext end of the continuum (Porter & Samovar, 1991).
The differentiation of communication into high context
and low context was caused by the differences in the degree
of cultural demands and constraints in a given culture.
Cultural demands here referred to the set of cultural
ideologies or implicit standards more or less ascribed by a
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collective group of individuals.

These demands determine

how things should be done (Ting-Toomey, 1985) .

The term

"cultural constraints* was subdivided into three types:
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral constraints (Payne,
1980).

Cultural cognitive constraints referred to belief

systems or ideologies that prevent or discourage group
members from cognitively thinking in a particular direction.
Cultural emotional constraints arose from cultural norms
that dictate what sorts of emotional expressions (such as
anger, frustration, or grief) are acceptable to be outwardly
displayed in the public cultural context.

Finally, cultural

behavioral constraints referred to cultural rules and codes
that govern the behavioral appropriateness of a given
gesture, or words and phrases in a given socio-cultural
context (Ting-Toomey, 1985).

Hence, a low cultural

demand/low cultural constraint system represents a diverse,
heterogeneous cultural paradigm (e.g., U.S. culture) that
contributes to the use of a low-context communication
pattern; whereas a high cultural demand/high cultural
constraint system represents a relatively unified,
homogeneous cultural paradigm (e.g., Chinese and Japanese
cultures) that contributes to the use of a high-context
communication pattern.
Gudykunst et al. (1988) believed that the dimensions of
low-high-context communication and CollectivismIndividualism were isomorphic.

It, therefore, appears that
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low-high-context communication is the predominant difference
in the communicative behaviors of individualistic and
collectivist cultures respectively.

This position appears

to be consistent with Levine's (1985) discussion of cultural
variability in the use of directness versus indirectness and
certainty versus ambiguity in communication.

All cultures

that Hall (1976, 1983) classified as low-context were
labelled as individualistic by Hofstede (1980, 1983).

These

low-context cultures included the U.S., France, and the U.K.
All of the cultures Hall labelled as high-context were
classified as collectivist in Hofstede's schemata.

These

included Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and Singapore.

It

is reasonable to believe that, because collectivist/highcontext cultures are usually found in Asian countries,
collectivism should somehow be related to, or may be a
product of, some ancient traditions or philosophies commonly
found in the Orient.

Confucianism is a tradition that

dominates Asian culture.
Confucian Values
The Chinese culture, a collectivistic culture (Hall,
1976; Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1986), was the first product
of Confucian traditions.

Redding (1990) described the

Confucian philosophy as an attempt to
"develop a form of order for people which will be
in accordance with the order of the universe. By
the cultivation of interior goodness and by
coupling it to exterior grace through the
encouragement of social decorum, society at large
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would come to manifest the kind of balance,
reasonableness and considerateness typical of the
best human beings (p. 48)."
With the common purpose of seeking the ideal form of
social utopia among various Eastern heritages, therefore,
Confucianism has become and endured as the basic social and
political value system for over 1,500 years in the world of
the Orient.

In fact, it was adopted as the official

philosophy of the Yi dynasty for 500 years in Korea, of the
Tokugawa shogunate in Japan for 250 years, and of many
dynasties in China (Roller, 1985; Yum, 1991).
Kong Fu Ze, whom the Jesuit missionaries renamed
Confucius, was a high civil servant in China around 500 B.C.
Known for his wisdom, he was always surrounded by a host of
disciples who passed on his teachings.

Confucius's

teachings are lessons in practical ethics without any
religious content; they are sets of pragmatic rules for
daily life which are derived from what Confucius learned
from the previous lessons found in Chinese political history
(Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Roller, 1985).
Confucian traditions and values were institutionalized
through the formal curricula of the educational system in
many Asian countries.

Confucian classics were required

textbooks in the school systems throughout the history of
China, Korea, and Japan before m o d e m educational curricula
were implemented.

Government officials used to be selected

through national examinations that mostly tested their
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knowledge and the level of their understanding of Confucian
philosophy.

Confucianism was highly influential in the

development of the Chinese philosophy of human nature that
teaches proper human relationships as the basis of society.
In studying human nature and motivation, the teaching of
Confucius sets forth four principles from which right
conduct arises: "Jen"

humanism), "I" (^,

faithfulness), "Tao" (v|_, way) and "Te" (^,, morality). From
these four principles, the following social norms became the
dominant rules in governing the behavior of the Chinese
people:

"Wu Lun"

five cardinal relationships),

"Hsiao" (:^, filial piety), "Li" (-f£, propriety), "Shu" (^.,
reciprocity), "Ch'ing" (<f^, sympathy), and "Chih" (^ ,
wisdom)

(Bond & Wang, 1983; Roller, 1985; Lin, 1977; Ma,

1988; Redding, 1990).
The ideal social order, the conception of "Wu Lun" (the
five cardinal relationships: king and his subjects, father
and son, husband and wife, older brother and younger
brothers, and among friends) governs all aspects of human
life and behavior for the Chinese.

It is based upon a

conception of human nature that allowed for the natural
equality of mankind; but, at the same time, Confucian values
rationalized a hierarchical order of status and roles (Lau &
Kuan, 1988).

Therefore, achieving the virtues associated

with each role (e.g., filial piety) becomes an important
means of achieving the ideal society for the Chinese people.
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■Jen, ■ a good balance between self and environment and a
good manifestation of achieving the virtues of all social
roles (Lin, 1977; Silin, 1976), therefore, is the highest
concept to which everyone should aspire.

"Li," meaning

propriety, a standard of conduct in accord with "Jen,■ is
the respect of a person for his or her outside world, in
religion and social order.

Each person should pay respect

to others because it is a basic characteristic of “Jen" that
should be possessed by every individual.

Being right with

the gods, being on good terms with others, being able to
examine oneself, and being able to forgive others are said
to be the highest states one can achieve.

"Jen" is the

alpha of all principles for ethics and morality and the
omega of all standards of social norms and human behaviors.
At the heart of every Chinese mind lies the concept of
"Hsiao, ■ meaning filial piety.

It is said to be the root of

humanity, again referring to "Jen."

As a child, the son is

nurtured by his parents to whom his debt of gratitude can
never be repaid (Bond & Wang, 1983).

Image, reputation, and

the wealth of one's family should be safeguarded and upheld
at all times by all members of the family; therefore, the
family becomes the center of each individual's social and
economic roles (Chiu, 1992).
as ■familism. "

Willmott (1972) described it

Furthermore, "Hsiao" is not only a family

virtue, but also a moral and social virtue.

When children

are taught to respect and show reverence for their parents.
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they have to have respect and love for others too.
Obedience to parents and elders is strictly enforced on
every person regardless of age and educational level (Lin,
1977) .

Since the family system is the prototype for

structuring all types of social and political organizations
in Chinese societies (Pye, 1968), fcimilism becomes the
starting point as well as the cornerstone of the
collectivism found in Chinese culture.
Under the influence of collectivism in the Chinese
society, the element of conformity is constantly emphasized.
The priority of the group as opposed to the individual's
interest gives birth to the strong notion of conformity
(Bond & Hwang, 1986) . The importance of harmony in
interpersonal relations, both within and outside of the
family, seriously limits any expression of hostility and
aggressiveness (Bond & Wang, 1983).

Compliance to social

pressure and norms is encouraged at all times.

Another

product of collectivism and high-power distance is the
notion of harmony.

"Ho," (^4 ) harmony, is the concept in

all relationships between nature and humans and among fellow
humans.

Therefore, the central thrust of "Li" actually is

the achievement and maintenance of "Ho" (Chiu, 1992) .

Thus,

to achieve "Ho" among humans, an adequate Chinese adult must
conform to the demands of "Li Chiao" (■i^'^PL) in all forms of
interpersonal relationships as a manifestation of having the
cultivation of "Jen."

A by-product of conformity and the
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need for social acceptance is the notion of face, "Lien"
).

Face is an image of self-delineation in terms of

approved social attributes (Bond & Hwang, 1986) .

In fact,

face saving is rather a universal norm (Myers, 1990) .

For

Americans, it is "self-image"; for Japanese, it is
"omoiyari."

For Koreans and Thais, it is "kibun" and

"krengchai" respectively (Redding, 1990) . Chinese people
are particularly concerned with losing face not only for
themselves but also for other people (Chiu, 1992) .
To sum up Confucian teachings, the following four
points are the key concepts that still influence the values
and behaviors of billions of Oriental people in the world
today :
1.

The stability of society is based on unequal
relationships between people, the "Wu Lun."

These

relationships are based on mutual and complementary
obligations: the junior partner owes the senior respect
and obedience; the senior owes the junior partner
protection and consideration (Hofstede & Bond, 1988;
Lau & Kuan, 1988).
2.

The family is the prototype of all social
organizations.

A person is not primarily an

individual; rather, he or she is a member of a family.
Children should learn to restrain themselves, to
overcome their individuality so as to maintain the
harmony in the family (Bond & Wang, 1983; Ko, et al..
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1990) .
3.

Harmony is found in the maintenance of an "individual's
face," meaning one's dignity, self-respect, and
prestige.

Social relations should be conducted in such

a way that everybody's dignity is protected.

Paying

respect to someone else is called "giving face" (Bond &
Hwang, 1986; Redding, 1990).

Virtuous behavior toward

others consists of treating others as one would like to
be treated oneself (Hofstede & Bond, 1988) .
4.

Virtue with regard to one's tasks in life consists of
trying to acquire skills and education, working hard,
not spending more than necessary, being patient, and
persevering.

Moderation is enjoined in all things

(Chiu, 1990; Yang, 1986).
It is not difficult to speculate that the way that
Chinese people handle conflict is most likely affected by
their traditional thinking and social expectations, which
are strongly influenced by Confucian values.
Confllct-Handling Behavior
In human social and communicative behaviors, conflicts
and handling conflicts are inevitable.

Whenever two people,

two groups, or two nations interact, their perceived needs
and goals may conflict.

Classically, conflict has been

viewed negatively (Robbins, 1989).

The word conflict is

comprised of the Latin root words fligere,

meaning "to

strike," and com, meaning "together" (Pneuman & Bruehl,
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1982).

Therefore, when picturing conflict, people may have

the traditional view of regarding conflict as warfare,
attack, and destruction of relationships and property.
However, since 1940, social science theorists and
psychologists have begun to see constructive aspects of
conflict and have introduced the positive notion of conflict
management (Robbins, 1974, 1989).

Because of this negative

traditional connotation, conflict becomes an important
concept in modern management systems.

Although it is no

longer considered an enigma to be eradicated from business
or non-profit organizations, conflict still must be managed
properly within the organization.

In fact, current research

and theory suggests that conflict should be encouraged,
tolerated, and creatively channeled into effective problem
solving (Lippit, 1982).

The knowledge of what predisposes

individuals to favor and select one means for handling
conflict over others could have great practical and
theoretical value for managers and managers-to-be (Schneer &
Chanin, 1987) . Furthermore, such people as Tjosvold (1986)
and Stoner and Freeman (1989) believed that conflict was
inevitable and that constructive handling of conflicts
increased the effectiveness of managers because it improved
the quality of work and stimulated motivation.

In fact,

although conflict sometimes produces negative effects, it is
widely recognized that it can yield benefits as well.

When

a conflict arises, it helps to increase the communication
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between the parties involved in order to uncover persistent
problems between them so that they can undergo a careful
study of the issues concerned (Baron, 1990) .
Conflicts occur at virtually every level of society.
They may arise at home, at work, and in social settings.

In

terms of conflicts in organizations, Stoner and Freeman
(1989) divided conflict into three types as it relates
primarily to the organizational realm.

There were conflicts

within the individual, conflicts among individuals and/or
groups in the same organization, and conflicts among
individuals and/or groups in different organizations.

When

people compete for scarce resources, human relations can
sink into prejudice and hostility.

Conflicts are also

kindled when people feel unjustly treated.

According to the

equity theory, people define justice as when equity--the
distribution of rewards in proportion to people's
contributions (Myers, 1990)--is obtained (Fisher,
Schoenfeldt, & Shaw, 1990; Frank & Brownell, 1989).

Since

conflicts involve perception which, in turn, is influenced
by cultural values, it is not an objective, tangible
phenomenon; rather, conflict exists in the minds of the
people who are party to it.
Theories of Conf1ict-Management Style
The traditional view of conflict (Robbins, 1974) is
that it can, if not managed properly, result in undesirable
and destructive behavior such as detrimental competition.
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suspicion, distrust, interference with goal attainment, and
low productivity.

Therefore, during the past two decades,

social psychologists and industrial psychologists have been
looking for answers to (questions of why and how conflicts
are to be resolved.

It was Follett (1941) who identified

three primary ways that people deal with conflict:
domination, compromise, and integration.

However, most of

the theories of conflict management styles were developed in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the dominant paradigm
in social psychology was laboratory testing of personality
traits (Knapp, Putnam, 6 Davis, 1988) .
Blake and Mouton's Conflict
Style
Blake and Mouton (1964) added two additional
strategies, avoidance and smoothing, to Follett's (1941)
structure.

They suggested that the management of conflict

was an integral part of one's management style in general
and thus mapped the conflict strategies into their twodimensional managerial grid model, i.e., concern for people
(relationships) and concern for production (issues).

The

manager with a high concern for production and a low concern
for people would use suppression or force to resolve
conflict.

On the other hand, people who have low concern

for production but high concern for people would use
smoothing.

Those who were low in both would use avoidance,

whereas the opposite would use confrontation.

Compromising
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was said to be the middle of the road between force and
smoothing.
Thomas and Kilmann's Management of-Differences Exercise
Blake and Mouton's conflict style (1964) was further
developed by Kilmann and Thomas (1977) .

They designed an

instrument, which they named the Management-of-Differences
Exercise (MODE) .

It is also known as the Thomas-Kilmann

Conflict Mode. With the interactions of two dimensions,
namely assertiveness and cooperativeness, they came up with
five conflict-handling modes (Kilmann & Thomas, 1977):

(1)

competitiveness (high in assertiveness but low in
cooperativeness): forcing one's viewpoint at the expense of
others and using whatever power seems appropriate in order
to win,

(2) collaborativeness (high in both dimensions) :

confronting disagreement directly in a problem-solving
fashion and identifying an alternative which meets both sets
of concerns,

(3) compromising : splitting the difference,

exchanging concessions and searching for a middle ground
solution,

(4) avoidance (low in both dimensions):

withdrawing from the conflict situation or staying away from
the issues and the parties involved, and (5) accommodation
(high in cooperativeness and low in assertiveness):
smoothing over differences and focusing on areas of
agreement, often at the expense of oneself.
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Filley's Three Conflict
Strategies
Alan Filley (1975) outlined three basic strategies for
dealing with conflict.

They were the win-lose strategy, the

lose-lose strategy, and the win-win strategy.

The win-lose

strategy was exemplified by a typical exercise of authority
over subordinates or inferior parties in order to get things
done.

Win-lose strategy also occurred when mental or

physical power was used to bring about the compliance of the
other party.

The lose-lose strategies were so named because

neither side really accomplished what it wanted.

The win-

win strategy occurred when both parties felt that their
goals had been accomplished and an acceptable solution had
been reached.

Win-win management was the ultimate

organizational goal for managers (Pneuman & Bruehl, 1982).
Pnetiman and Bruehl's Three
Conflict Choices
In dealing with conflict, Pneuman and Bruehl introduced
three basic choices (1982) : passivity, suppression, and
management.

Employing passivity by ignoring and denying the

conflict situation sometimes lessened the intensity of
conflicts.

However, a danger of employing passivity often

resulted in increasing the resentment of the other party and
in an escalation and entrenchment of the degree of conflict
as well as an increase in emotional involvement.
Suppression was the opposite of passivity.

In order not
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only to survive, but to win through a conflict situation,
those who perceived themselves to have more power than their
opponent might use suppression tactics, including verbal and
physical attack, arbitration, distortion, and blocking of
communication.

Characteristically, suppression, followed by

anger, usually resulted in resentments, low-risk conformity,
destructive relationships, and mediocre performance.
Finally, productive conflict management involved maintaining
an optimum balance between tension and cooperation as well
as between collective productivity and individual
creativity.
Cultural Contexts and Conflict
Different shapes and forms of cultural meanings usually
are expressed and interpreted through implicit and explicit
social norms developed in the given culture.

Conflict,

since it is a form of social interaction, is regulated to a
certain extent by the underlying social norms of the
particular culture (Ting-Toomey, 1985) . Whether the
conflict situation is forcefully confronted or harmlessly
avoided, social norms and the perception of the situation
will influence the appropriate conflict-handling behaviors
of people.

All of these take on particular nuances within

the larger webs of a cultural system.
A theory of conflict-handling behavior that addresses
why, when, what, and how conflict varies as a function of
Hall's (1976) low-high-context communication schema was
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presented by Ting-Toomey (1985) .

Following the idea of

Olsen (1978) that “instrumental" conflict was marlced by
“opposing practices or goals,“ whereas an “expressive"
conflict resulted from “desires for release of tension or
hostile feelings,“ Ting-Toomey argued that there were two
levels for conflict— instrumental and personal.

Individuals

in low-context cultures were better able to separate the
conflict issue from the person involved in the conflict than
were individuals in high-context cultures.

Low-context

culture individuals could fight and scream at one another
over a task-oriented point and yet were able to remain
friends afterwards, whereas in the high-context culture
system the instrumental issue was tied closely to the person
who originated the issue.

To disagree openly or confront

someone in public was very impolite and discourteous, and
even in extreme cases, an insult causing both sides to “lose
face" (Bond & Hwang, 1986; Redding, 1990).
Ting-Toomey (1985) suggested that the rules are
different for handling conflict in low-context and highcontext cultures.

Since the low-context cultures contained

low cultural demand and low cultural constraint
characteristics, a relatively high degree of uncertainty and
risk prevailed in each low-context culture interpersonal
interaction.

On the other hand, once the cultural scripts

were mastered, a relatively low degree of uncertainty and
risk was found in each high-context culture interpersonal
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encounter because high-context cultures maintained high
cultural demand and high cultural constraint characteristics
(Gudykunst et al., 1988).
Furtheirmore, concealment was vital in high-context
systems.

Members of high-context cultures experienced

tremendous tensions, and, therefore, individuals were not
likely to express their emotions openly and to act on them
publicly.

They would choose to hold a relatively indirect-

inactive stance toward conflicts, such as avoiding or
ignoring the conflict situation (Bond & Hwang, 1986; Leung,
1988).

On the other hand, self-disclosure was common in

low-context cultures as members held a direct-active stance
toward conflict, such as confronting the conflict issue or
changing some aspects of the conflict situation (Pneuman &
Bruehl, 1982; Stamatis, 1987; Ting-Toomey, 1985).
For example, in the context of Chinese culture, which
is a high-context culture, the fundamental concern is to
maintain interpersonal harmony.

Therefore, Chinese

strategies for resolving conflicts are often characterized
by strategies geared to the use of indirect language,
middlemen, face-saving ploys, a long-range view, and
flexibility (Chiao, 1981) .

Strategies such as open debate,

which require direct confrontation, are usually avoided
(Bond, Wan, Leung, & Giacalone, 1985) .
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Research.
Very little research has focused on Chinese behavior
and conflict.

The existing literature tends to be

descriptive and lacks enç»irical support.

However, a handful

of related studies can be cited.
Studies on Chinese Competitive
and Conflict Behaviors
The importance attached to conflict avoidance by the
Chinese culture manifests itself clearly when American
research paradigms are imported.

For example, in their

study, Li, Cheung, and Kau (1979) presented their subjects
with Madsen's geime board, but unexpectedly found that
schoolchildren in Hong Kong and Taiwan continued to
cooperate even when the reward structure was changed to be
competitive.

Likewise, Bond (1979) found that his Chinese

subjects preferred to stay being friends and, therefore,
avoided competing.
Hwang (1978) examined the socio-cultural stress, coping
strategies, and psychopathological symptoms of 180 Chinese
men.

On the basis of his results, he developed a model to

illustrate the dynamic process of coping with interpersonal
conflict in the Chinese culture.

The popular means of

coping with conflict was the passive coping strategy that
was mainly characterized by perseverance.

In fact, Hwang

found that those who employed passive coping strategy
usually manifested symptoms of disturbance, retardation in
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cognitive functioning, and withdrawal from interpersonal
situations.
Cox, Lobel, and McLeod (1991) examined the relationship
between cultural norms and group behaviors. They
hypothesized that groups composed of people from
collectivist cultural traditions would display more
cooperative behavior than groups composed of people from
individualistic cultural traditions.

They concluded that

their Asian, Black, and Hispanic subjects acted more
cooperatively than did their Anglo counterparts.

This

finding seems to be consistent with previous theory
suggesting that these differences originate from differences
in the national cultures and in line with other studies on
Collectivism-Individualism (Hofstede, 1980; Hui & Triandis,
1986).
Cross-cultural Studies on
Conflict-Handling Behaviors
A number of writers have suggested that the differences
between Chinese and Western subjects in dealing with
conflicts are numerous because of their different cultural
orientations (Bond, 1991a; Bond & Hwang, 1986; Chiu, 1992).
However, only two major studies have specifically
investigated differences in conflict-handling behaviors
between Hong Kong Chinese subjects and their Western
counterparts.
The first one was done by Tang and Kirkbride (1986) in
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Hong Kong.

They used the Thomas and Kilmann's Management-

of-Differences Exercise to measure the conflict-handling
behavior of approximately 50 British government officials
and 100 Chinese executives and civil servants in Hong Kong.
In their final analysis, they found that the Chinese
executives in both the public and private sectors tended to
be more avoiding and compromising in their style; whereas
the British managers exhibited a rather competitive style
(Tang & Kirkbride, 1986).
The research of Leung (1988) has shown the same result.
Leung surveyed 96 college students from Hong Kong and the
United States.

The subjects were asked to respond to a

conflict scenario and indicate their subsequent intentions.
He found that whenever conflict situations arose, Chinese
respondents opted for non-confrontional approaches to
conflict resolution to a greater extent than did their
Western counterparts.

Their strategies included indirect

confrontation through mediators or arbitrators, or avoiding
reactions, such as making false promises or withdrawing from
the situation.

They were less likely to pursue a conflict

than were Americans.
These studies confirmed the idea that cultural
differences make a difference in the conflict-handling
behavior of subjects.

The notion that collectivism was

associated with a heightened ingroup/outgroup distinction
received empirical support.

The results, on the whole.
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suggested that the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm was
useful and productive in understanding the behavior between
the East and the West.
Summary
This chapter presented a review of the literature
related to the area of investigation in this research.

The

recent theories and speculations regarding the existence of
a Collectivism-Individualism paradigm were discussed.

This

was followed by a discussion of the influence of Confucian
values on Chinese culture and various approaches to handling
conflict.

Finally, the findings of recent studies examining

Western and Chinese conflict behaviors were discussed.
However, very few studies have examined the conflict
behavior of both the American and Chinese people, and no
studies were found that examined American and Chinese
conflict behavior in relation to the influence of Confucian
values.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Population and Sample Selection
Because the researcher intended to generalize the
findings of this study to Hong Kong and American business
student populations, the populations chosen for the study
were students enrolled in graduate business administration
programs in Hong Kong and the United States.
Considerable concern has been voiced about the use of
university students and other captive populations to
represent their culture's position on any variable of
interest (Zavalloni, 1980).

For exemple, Rokeach's (1973)

research with Americans reported wide differences across
educational levels on his value survey, with the universityeducated endorsing such values as logic and sense of
accomplishment more highly than the less-educated.

Clearly

the average scores of university students do not represent
those of their whole culture.

They do, however, position

their cultural group relative to any other cultural group.
If the size of value differences as a function of education
is about the same from culture to culture (Bond, 1991b),
then this positioning reflects the culture-to-culture
46
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pattern accurately.

Even if the size of these differences

is variable from culture to culture, a similar direction of
differences means that the obtained cross-cultural
correlation is a reasonable estimate of the true
correlation.

Significant results are, therefore,

informative, providing one accepts this plausible assumption
about the consistent direction of difference in values as a
function of education (Bond, 1991b). With such reasoning,
Hofstede (1980) concluded, "That these samples are atypical
does not matter as long as they are atypical in the same way
from one country to another" (p. 39).
Males seem to be more aggressive and assertive than
females in both American and Chinese cultures (Bond & Wang,
1983; Myers, 1990).

Data from more than 100 studies

conducted in countries all over the world reveal that boys
and men are not only more physically aggressive than girls
and women but more verbally aggressive as well (Maccoby &
Jacklin, 1980; Tieger, 1980).

Since the publication of

Maccoby and Jacklin's influential work, researchers have
identified a few additional sex-role stereotypes that seem
to be accurate.

For example, males are usually found to be

more active than females, more willing to take risks, and
more likely to initiate and to be receptive to bouts of
nonaggressive rough-and-tumble play (Shaffer, 1989) .

The

researcher decided to study male profiles because the
majority of managers today are male (Adler, 1991; Robbins,
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1989) .
Participants involved in the studi' were graduate
students in business.

Western schools admit students to

graduate level studies in business who have a bachelor's
degree or equivalent qualifications.

Therefore, the effect

of educational level was said to be neutralized by using
graduate business students.
The Chinese subjects were chosen from the Andrews
University's off-campus MBA Program in Hong Kong, and the
MBA program of City Polytechnic of Hong Kong, whereas the
American subjects came from students enrolled at Indiana
State University, Michigan State University, and Notre Dame
University in the United States.

Since the stability of a

correlational matrix requires approximately 15 subjects per
variable, over 100 subjects were needed for each of the
sample groups in order to have a successful and meaningful
statistical analysis.
Instrumentât ion
The first set of dependent variables, value dimensions,
were measured by the Chinese Value Survey (Chinese Culture
Connection, 1987).

A 40-item Chinese questionnaire

translated into English.

Respondents were asked to indicate

on a 9-point scale how important each of the concepts is to
them personally, where a score of 9 means "of supreme
importance" and a score of 1 means "of no importance at
all."

The instrument generates four different factors:
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namely. Integration, Moral discipline, Human-heartedness,
and Confucian work dynamism.
The second set of dependent variables, conflicthandling behaviors, was measured using the Thomas-Kilmann's
Management-of-Differences Exercise (Thomas & Kilmann, 1974).
It is a forced-choice instrument composed of 30 statement
pairs that produces five types of conflict modes :
Compromising, Competitiveness, Avoidance, Collaborativeness,
and Accommodation.

Each mode is scored from 0-12 with 12

indicating strong usage of the mode and 0 indicating little
usage.
Chinese Value Survey
The very first administration of the Chinese Value
Survey (CVS) was in 1987.

It was given to 100 students in a

variety of disciplines in each of 22 countries, including
Hong Kong, Singapore, and the United States, selected from
all five continents (Hofstede

&Bond, 1988) . The principal

axis-factor analysis identified four factors, namely
Integration, Human-heartedness, Moral discipline, and
Confucian work dynamism, generated lay nonmetric
multidimensional scaling analysis (r = .68).
Intercorrelations between the CVS and Hofstede's IBM study
and Rokeach's study have been

encouraging and

support the

validity of the CVS (Hofstede

&Bond, 1988) . Integration

is

correlated significantly with Hofstede's dimension of Power
distance negatively (-.58).

Human heartedness is correlated
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significantly with Hofstede's Masculinity (.67), whereas
Moral discipline is correlated significantly with Hofstede's
Individualism negatively (-.54) (Chinese Culture Connection,
1987) .

The CVS scales also correlate somewhat with the four

dimensions (Competence vs. Security, Social reliability vs.
Beauty, Personal morality vs. Success, and Political harmony
vs. Personal sociability) on the Rokeach Value Survey (Bond,
1988; Hofstede & Bond, 1984, 1988).

The results of the CVS

have been cjuoted and referenced by a number of authors
(Hofstede & Bond, 1984; Redding, 1990; Schwartz, 1990;
Triandis, 1989; Yum, 1991).
Management-of-Differences Exercise
The Management -of -Di fferences Exercise (MODE) was
developed for the express purpose of decreasing the social
desirability response bias associated with other conflicthandling measures.

Kilmann and Thomas (1977) reported test-

retest reliability coefficients of .61, .63, .66, .68, and
.62 for the Competitiveness, Collaborativeness,
Compromising, Avoidance, and Accommodation modes,
respectively.

Internal consistency reliability coefficients

for the five modes were .71, .65, .58, .62, and .43.

All

but the Accommodation mode meet Nunnally's (1978) .50 or
above criterion.
According to Kilmann and Thomas (1977), only 4% of the
variance among their samples' aggregate self-ratings on the
items of the MODE instrument could be accounted for by
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social desirability.

In terms of concurrent validity, the

average intercorrelations between the MODE instrument and
their comparable items on three other instruments (BlakeMouton, Lawrence-Lorsch, and Hall) were Competitiveness =
.40, Collaborativeness = .40, Compromising = .03, Avoidance
= .31, and Accommodation = .16.

Furthermore, the MODE

instrument has been used with a Chinese population before
(Tang & Kirkbride, 1986).
Procedures
The survey was conducted in April and May of 1992 .

Two

hundred and fifty copies of the questionnaire were given to
respective professors who in turn gave them to the
participating students.

Both questionnaires were

administered to both sample groups during their regularly
scheduled class periods.
absolutely voluntary.

Participation in the survey was

Participants were told to drop the

questionnaires into a box after they had completed them.

In

order to avoid self-serving bias and confirmation bias, the
MODE instrument was administered first, and then the Chinese
Value Survey was administered.

One hundred and forty-two

(142) responses were received from the Hong Kong Chinese
subjects and 124 responses were received from the White
American subjects.

The response rate for the Hong Kong

subjects was 56.8%, whereas the response rate for the White
American subjects was 49.6%.
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Null Hypotheses
From the eight research hypotheses in chapter 1, three
null hypotheses were developed to test the linear
combinations of the eight dependent variables that
discriminated between the two sample groups, and the
relationships between the two sets of dependent variable.
These null hypotheses were as follows:
1.

There is no linear combination of Integration, Humanheartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral
discipline, as measured by the Chinese Value Survey,
that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
American male graduate business students.

2.

There is no linear combination of Competitiveness,
Collaborativeness, Avoidance, and Accommodation, as
measured by the Management-of-Dif ferences Exercise,
that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
American male graduate business students.

3.

There is no significant canonical correlation between
Integration, Human-heartedness, Work dynamism, and
Moral discipline as measured by the Chinese Value
Survey and Avoidance, Accommodation, Competitiveness,
and Collaborativeness as measured by the Management-ofDif ferences Exercise.
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Data Analysis
A t-test analysis was done on all the dependent
variables to examine the group differences of their means
between the Hong Kong Chinese subjects and White American
subjects.
Null Hypotheses 1 and 2 were tested by discriminant
analysis.

Discriminant analysis identifies the most

important variables in separating two or more groups.

It is

closely related to multiple regression and is used to
discriminate groups from one another on the basis of sets of
measures (Kerlinger, 1986).

Therefore, it identified the

group to which each member probably belongs.

Discriminant

analysis was used in this study to identify the
relationships found between the two groups of the
independent variable (Hong Kong graduate business students
and American graduate business students) and the two sets of
the dependent variables, which were the four factors of the
Chinese Value Survey and the four modes of conflict style
found in the Management-of-Dif ferences Exercise,
respectively.
Null Hypothesis 3 was tested by canonical correlation
analysis.

Canonical correlation is a logical extension of

multiple regression.

It adds more than one dependent

variable to the multiple regression model (Kerlinger, 1986).
Canonical correlation was used to provide a statistical
analysis where the subject was measured by two sets of
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dependent variables.

Therefore, it was best used in this

study to identify the relationships between the two sets of
dependent variables.

The first set of dependent variables

included Integration, Moral discipline, Human-heartedness,
and Confucian work dynamism.

Accommodation,

Competitiveness, Collaborativeness, and Avoidance made up
the second set.
All hypotheses were tested with Alpha set at .05.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter is organized into three sections: (1) a
discussion of the profile of the samples,

(2) data relating

to the instrument, and (3) the tests of null hypotheses.
Profile of Samples
The participants in both sample groups, Hong Kong
Chinese and White Americans, were male graduate business
students.

In terms of age distribution, 56.8% of the 266

subjects were between 23 and 30 years old and 33.1% were
between 31 and 40 years old.

Table 1 gives the distribution

of age in terms of nationality.
Data Relating to the Instruments
The data were screened before any analysis was
conducted.
found.

No major outlier, missing data, or bad data were

There was one independent variable of two levels and

two sets of dependent variables.

The independent variable

was ethnic origin--Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business
students and White American male graduate business students.
The first set of dependent variables consisted of
Integration, Human-heartedness, Confucian work dyneimism, and
55
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TA BLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF AGE AND NATIONALITY
Nationality
Age

Total

American

Chinese

< 23 yrs old

12

4

16

23-30 yrs old

79

72

151

31-40 yrs old

29

59

88

> 40 yrs old

4

7

11

Total

124

142

266

Moral discipline, as measured by the Chinese Value Survey,
The second set included Competitiveness, Collaborativeness,
Avoidance, and Accommodation, as measured by the Managementof-Dif ferences Exercise.
Reliability
A commonly used measure of reliability for instruments
where growth is likely to take place is Cronbach's
coefficient alpha.

This measure considers reliability from

the point of view of the internal consistency of the
instrument.

Reliability estimates were obtained for each of

the variables in both sets of dependent variables on which
there were multiple item scores.

For the first set of

dependent variables measured by the Chinese Value Survey,
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Table 2 displays the reliability coefficients alpha for
Integration (INTE) , Human-heartedness (HUHT), Confucian work
dynamism (WORK) and Moral discipline (MODI) (.6635, .6072,
.5618, and .5836) respectively.

According to Nunnally's

(1978) criteria, these coefficients give marginal confidence
in the reliability of these four variables since all of them
were only above .50.

The table also provides the value of

the point multiserial correlation between each item and the
total score on the scale.

The point multiserial

correlations of all the items in this instrument were also
considered to be acceptable, except one item found on the
Integration scale of the CVS, which was below the
recommended minimum value of .30 (.2476).

However, no major

statistical burden was anticipated since it was almost .25.
Thus, it was concluded that all items in the survey made
appropriate contributions to the reliability of the
instrument.
For the second set of dependent variables measured by
the Management-of-Differences Exercise, Table 3 gives the
reliability coefficient alpha of Competitiveness (CMPT) =
.7445, Collaborativeness (CLBT) = .4951, Avoidance (AVOD) =
.4728, and Accommodation (ACCM) = .5338.

Even though two of

the above coefficients were below .50, they were very close
to the .50 level.

The point multiserial correlations of

eight items were found to be lower than .30.

However, only

two of the eight were considered quite undesirable.

These
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TABLE 2

ITEM ANALYSIS FOR CHINESE VALUE SURVEY
Var

INTE

HUHT

WORK

MODI

Reliability
Coef. Alpha

.6635

.6072

.5618

.5836

Point
Multiserial R
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

.5819
.5570
.5574
.4601
.2476
.4815
.4481
.5016
.4554
.4630
.5701

.6695
.6024
.6117
.6409
.6485

.4623
.4725
.4161
.5270
.3667
.4713
.6262
.6026

.6446
.6695
.4274
.6369
.6708

TABLE 3
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR MANA6EMENT-0F-DIFFERENCES EXERCISE
Var

CMPT

CLBT

AVOD

ACCM

Reliability
Coef. Alpha

.7445

.4951

.4728

.5338

Point
Multiserial R
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

.6474
.4753
.2918
.3161
.6014
.6229
.5136
.5231
.6497
.5919
.4810
.4284

.3593
.4817
.5254
.5963
.0986
.5271
.3922
.4318
.2785
.4154
.2229
.3568

.4198
.3451
.4025
.3403
.2274
.4528
.4348
.4650
.4893
.4272
.3718
.2228

.1319
.4512
.4291
.4889
.2412
.5949
.5255
.4929
.3715
.4565
.2034
.4714
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two items are .0986 on the Collaborativeness scale and .1319
on the Accommodation scale.

Overall, the instrument could

be considered to be measuring with only moderate
reliability.
Table 4 shows the means and standard deviations of each
of eight dependent variables for the total sample.

Overall,

the mean of each of the dependent variables was close to or
above the mid-point of its respective possible range.

Table

5 is a correlation matrix that indicates the
intercorrelationship among the dependent variables.

TABLE 4
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES
FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE

Var

Means

SD

Possible
Range

INTE
HUHT
WORK
MODI
CMPT
CLBT
AVOD
ACCM

55.977
28.729
37.523
23.365
5.571
6.060
6.308
5.515

9.907
5.187
7.191
5.614
3.034
2.313
2.265
2.384

0-88
0-40
0-64
0-40
0-12
0-12
0-12
0-12

Actual
Range
25 - 79
7-38
16 - 56
8-38
0-12
1-12
1-12
0-11

N=2 66

Testing of Null Hypotheses
Before the three null hypotheses were tested, t-test
analysis was used to examine the individual profile of each
of the dependent variables and their differences on the
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TABLE 5
CORRELATION MATRIX
Inst
Var

M 0 D E
CMPT

M CMPT

1.000

O CLBT

.102

CLBT

CVS

AVOD

ACCM

INTE

HUHT

D AVOD

-.416 -.453

E ACCM

-.544 -.317

.069

C INTE

-.207 -.125

.076

.207

V HUHT

-.074

.014

.002

.130

.688

S WORK

-.148 -.123

.083

.112

.619

.419

MODI

-.299 -.157

.170

.164

.602

.481

WORK

MODI

.589

1.00

univariate perspective.
The results of the t-test analysis of the dependent
variables for the two groups are recorded in Table 6.

For

seven of the eight tests, the assumption of homogeneity of
variance was supported, and the pooled estimate of variance
was, therefore, appropriate.

For the variable Avoidance,

the assumption was not supported.

In this case, the

estimate of population variance was obtained using the
separate group variances.

The Welch Method (Ferguson, 1959)

was used to adjust the degrees of freedom, which in this
case yielded df = 236.6, in place of 266.
According to the results, the Hong Kong Chinese male
graduate business students scored significantly higher than
the White American male graduate business students on
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TABLE

6

t-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
FOR RESPECTIVE GROUPS
Means
t
Var

AMER

CHIN

INTE
HURT
WORK
MODI
CMPT
CLBT
AVOD
ACCM

54.492
28.484
35.645
20.661
6.452
6.613
5.645
5.524

57.275
28.944
39.162
25.725
4.803
5.577
6.887
5.507

-

2.300
0.720
4.090
8.190
4.580
3.720
4.560#
0.060

P
(df= 264)

<
<
<
<
<

.0220*
.4730
.0005*
.0005*
.0005*
.0005*
.0005*
.9540

* Significant
# Welch Method

Integration, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral discipline
as measured by the Chinese Value Survey and significantly
lower than White American male graduate business students on
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness, but significantly
higher on Avoidance as measured by the Management-ofDifferences Exercise.

It is however more meaningful to

study these variables from a multivariate point of view.
The intercorrelations among the variables can then play
their part in decreasing the importance of some variables
because the variance they explain has already been better
explained by a related variable.
Null Hypothesis 1
Null Hypothesis 1 stated that there was no linear
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combination of Integration, Human-heartedness , Confucian
work dyncunism, and Moral discipline, as measured by the
Chinese Value Survey, that significantly discriminates
between Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business students
and U.S. White American male graduate business students.
This hypothesis was tested by discriminant analysis.
The purpose of discriminant analysis is to identify a new
dimension along which two or more groups are maximally
separated.

In this case, since there were only two sample

groups, the discriminant analysis yielded only one function
(dimension) .

This function yielded an F of 21.353 with 4

and 261 degrees of freedom, and had a p value less than
.0005; therefore it was significant.

Hence, this null

hypothesis was rejected because the group differences were
significant.

The group means on this function were White

American graduate business students = -.6099 and Hong Kong
Chinese graduate business students = .5326.

Table 7 gives

the standardized weights of the four variables of the
Chinese Value Survey to identify the discriminant function.
The computer output indicated that Moral discipline and
Human-heartedness were statistically significant.

However,

only Moral discipline was meaningful because it is common
practice to note any variables whose weight is at least half
of the maximum weights.

Therefore, the major contributor to

the separation of the groups was Moral discipline.

The

interpretation of the function is that, on the syndrome
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defined as higher scores on Moral discipline, Hong Kong
Chinese graduate business students were placed above White
American graduate business students.
The discriminant program uses the discriminant function
to predict the group to which any individual most probably
belongs.

This classification is found in Table 8, which

indicates that of the original 124 American subjects, 83
(66.9%) were correctly placed in the American group by the
discriminant function.

Of the 142 Chinese subjects, 114

(80.3%) were identified as belonging to the Chinese group.
Overall, 74.1% of the subjects were correctly placed.

This

indicates a moderately high degree of discriminant validity.

TABLE 7
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS 1
(Chinese Value Survey)
Var
A

INTE
HURT
WORK
MODI

B

Natl
AMER
CHIN
F=21.353

STD COEF.
+
+

.0278
.0765
.0166
.2363 (1)

Means on Disc. Funct.
- .6099
+ .5326
P < .0005*

df = 4, 261

* Significant
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TABLE

8

CLASSIFICATION MATRIX OF CHINESE VALUE SURVEY
Natl

% Correctly
Placed

Placed in groups
AMER
CHIN

Total

AMER
CHIN

66.9
80.3

83
28

41
114

124
142

Total

74.1

111

155

266

Null Hypothesis 2
Null Hypothesis 2 stated that there was no linear
combination of Competitiveness, Collaborativeness,
Avoidance, and Accommodation, as measured by the Managementof-Differences Exercise, that significantly discriminates
between Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business students
and U.S. White American male graduate business students.
Because there were only two sample groups, the
discriminant analysis again yielded only one dimension.
This function yielded an F of 14.042, with 4 and 261 degrees
of freedom, and a p value less than .0005; therefore, this
null hypothesis was also rejected.

The group means on this

function were White American subjects = .4946 and Hong Kong
Chinese subjects = -.4319.

Table 9 gives the standardized

weights of the four variables of the Management-ofDifferences Exercise to identify the function.

From this

table, the major contributors to the separation of the
groups in order of importance were Competitiveness,
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Accommodation, and Collaborativeness.

The interpretation of

the function is that, on a syndrome defined as lower scores
on Competitiveness, Accommodation, and Collaborativeness,
the groups were placed in the order Hong Kong Chinese male
graduate business students and White American male graduate
business students.
The classification matrix (see Table 10) indicates that
of the original 124 American subjects, 80 (64.5%) were
correctly placed in the American group by the discriminant
function.

Of the 142 Chinese subjects, 101 (71.1%) were

identified as belonging to the Chinese group.
of the subjects were correctly placed.

Overall, 68%

This indicates a

moderate degree of discriminant validity.

TABLE 9
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS 2
(Héuiagement-of-Differences Exercise)
A

Var
CMPT
CLBT
AVOD
ACCM

B

Natl
AMER
CHIN
F = 14.042

STD COEF
+
+
t+

.3629 (1)
.3243 (3)
.0112
.3543 (2)

Means on Disc. Funct.
+ .4946
- .4319
P < .0005*

df = 4, 261

Significant
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TABLE 10
CLASSIFICATION MATRIX OF MODE
Natl

% Correctly
Placed

AMER
CHIN

64.5
71.1

80
41

44
101

124
142

Total

68.0

121

145

266

Placed in Group
AMER
CHIN

Total

Null Hypothesis 3
Null Hypothesis 3 stated that there was no significant
canonical correlation between Integration, Humanheartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral discipline
as measured by the Chinese Value Survey and Avoidance,
Accommodation, Competitiveness, and Collaborativeness as
measured by the Management-of-Differences Exercise.
This hypothesis was tested by canonical correlation
analysis.

A canonical correlation analysis enables the

researcher to investigate possible significant relationships
between two sets of dependent variables.

In the analysis,

the canonical correlation between the two sets of dependent
variables was .38238.

With 16 degrees of freedom, a chi-

square of 50.56 was obtained and the p = .00002.
hypothesis was, therefore, rejected.
significant function (p<.05).

This

There was only one

Table 11 gives the canonical

function loadings for the two sets of dependent variables
which were the correlation of canonical variables with the
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original variables.
It is customari'’ vn thin each set to note those variables
whose loadings are at least 50% of the maximum loading in
the set.

Under this criterion, the variables in the first

set of dependent variables which contributed strongly to the
canonical correlation were Moral discipline. Integration,
and Confucian work dynamism; and the variables
in the second set included Competitiveness (negative) ,
Collaborativeness (negative) , Avoidance, and Accommodation.
The interpretation of this correlation is that those who
scored higher on Moral discipline. Integration, and
Confucian work dynamism tended to score lower on
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness, and higher on
Avoidance and Accommodation.

TABLE 11
CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS 3
Set 1
CVS

Var

Set 2
MODE

Chi-square

= 50.56

Correlation
Coefficient

INTE
HURT
WORK
MODI

+
+
+
+

.557 (2)
.066
.471 (3)
.850 (1)

CMPT
CLBT
AVOD
ACCM

+
+

.846
.554
.495
.428

df = 16

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

P < .0005*

* Significant
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Summary
This chapter has presented an analysis of data obtained
from Hong Kong Chinese male graduate business students and
White American male graduate business students at various
universities.
presented.

The profile of the samples was first

It was followed by the information concerning

the instrument.

The results from the tests of the three

null hypotheses were next presented.

For each of the first

two hypotheses a discriminant function analysis was
conducted.
analysis.

The last one was tested by canonical correlation
All three hypotheses were rejected.

Hypothesis 1

was rejected because Hong Kong Chinese male graduate
business students tended to score higher on Moral discipline
than did the U.S. White American male graduate business
students.

Hypothesis 2 was rejected because White American

graduate business students tended to employ Competitiveness,
Collaborativeness, and Accommodation more than did the Hong
Kong Chinese graduate business students.

Finally, the third

hypothesis was rejected because the results indicated that
those who scored higher on Moral discipline. Integration,
and Confucian work dynamism tended to score lower on
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness and higher on
Avoidance and Accommodation.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The Problem
Collectivism-Individualism is a broad dimension of
cultural variability that influences many different aspects
of social behavior and interpersonal communication.

The

literature suggests that the people in the Asian
collectivistic culture employ a relatively indirect-inactive
way to deal with conflicts while people of the American
individualistic culture hold a direct-active stance toward
conflict.

However, the notion that the differences found in

the way that Asians and Americans handle conflict is
influenced by cultural differences has not been empirically
supported.
The purposes of this study were to identify empirical
support for the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm and
investigate whether styles of conflict-handling behavior
were partially influenced by the presence or absence of the
effects of Confucian values.

69
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Overview of Related Literature
The differences found in social rules and regulations
between the West and the East can be defined in terms of
Individualism versus Collectivism (Hofstede, 1980; Hui &
Triandis, 1986).

Individualistic cultures emphasize values

that serve the self by making the self feel good, be
distinctive, and be independent.

Collectivistic cultures

emphasize values that serve the ingroup by subordinating
personal goals for the sake of preserving ingroup integrity,
interdependence of members, and harmonious relationships
(Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Triandis, 1989).

Chinese culture

tends to emphasize the importance of collective
relationships and stresses the obligation of the members to
collective goals, whereas American culture seems to
emphasize the importance of respecting the rights of
individuals (Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Redding, 1990; Triandis,
1986) .
Hall (1976) introduced a cultural-context dimension
that ranged from high to low.

In high-context cultures such

as those of Hong Kong, Japan, and Taiwan, people tend to be
more aware of their surroundings and their environment and
do not rely on verbal behaviors as their main information
source.

In low-context cultures, usually found in North

American and Western European countries, verbal behaviors
are extremely important.

Gudykunst et al. (1988) later

suggested that the dimensions of low-high-context
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communication and the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm
were isomorphic.

It, therefore, appears that low-context

communication is the predominant form of communication in
individualistic cultures (American and European) while highcontext communication is the predominant form of
communication in collectivistic cultures (Asian and
Oriental).
Conflict is regulated to a certain extent by the
underlying social norms of a particular culture (TingToomey, 1985).

Whether the conflict situation is forcefully

confronted or harmlessly avoided, the social norms of the
society that the individual lives in will influence his/her
conflict-handling behaviors by influencing his/her attitude
about conflict situations.

Therefore, conflict-handling

behaviors tend to vary from one culture to another.

The

literature suggests that there is a distinct difference
between the way the East and the West handle conflict
behavior.

Ting-Toomey (1985) suggested that the rules were

different for handling conflict in low-context (Western) and
high-context (Eastern) cultures.

Because low-context

cultures are characterized by low cultural demands and low
cultural constraints, a relatively high degree of
uncertainty and risk prevails in each interpersonal
interaction.

People tend to behave the way they see fit, in

spite of social norms.

On the other hand, people in high-

context cultures tend to behave in harmony with social
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expectations regardless of how they feel because
high-context cultures maintain high cultural demands and
high cultural constraints (Gudykunst et al., 1988).

Because

people in North America rely primarily on verbal messages
for information and communication, genuine and sincere
confrontation is encouraged whenever a conflict arises
between two parties (Pneuman & Bruehl, 1982; Ting-Toomey,
1985) .

On the other hand, people in the East, from high-

context cultures, have an expectation that others should be
able to understand the unarticulated message.

Therefore,

they tend to solve conflicts by means of non-verbal
behavior, reciprocal sensitivity, and avoidance (Bond &
Hwang, 1986; Leung, 1988; Tang & Kirkbride, 1986).
Methodology
In order to obtain the data needed for analysis in this
study, two instruments were employed to measure the
dependent variables.

The Chinese Value Survey was used to

measure the Confucian values presently held by subjects,
whereas the Management-of-Differences Exercise was employed
to identify their ways of handling conflict.
Three null hypotheses were formulated:
1.

There is no linear combination of Integration, Human
heartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral
discipline, as measured by the Chinese Value Survey,
that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
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American male graduate business students.
2.

There is no linear combination of Competitiveness,
Collaborativeness, Avoidance, and Accommodation, as
measured by the Management-of-Differences Exercise,
that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
American male graduate business students.

3.

There is no significant canonical correlation between
Integration, Human-heartedness, Confucian work
dynamism, and Moral discipline as measured by the
Chinese Value Survey and Avoidance, Accommodation,
Competitiveness, and Collaborativeness as measured by
the Management-of-Differences Exercise.
The subjects chosen for the study were graduate

business students from two universities in Hong Kong and
from three universities in two different states in the
United States.

They were all males.

out in April and May of 1992.

The survey was carried

Questionnaires were

administered to participants during their regularly
scheduled class periods and collected upon completion.

One

hundred and twenty-four White American graduate business
students and 142 Hong Kong Chinese graduate business
students returned the questionnaires.

The response rate for

the White American subjects was 56.8%, whereas the response
rate for the Hong Kong Chinese subjects was 49.6%.

To

compare the differences of the means of the separate
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dependent variables between the two sample groups, t-tests
were used.

Discriminant function analysis was ençjloyed to

test Null Hypotheses 1 and 2, whereas canonical correlation
analysis was used to test Hypothesis 3.
Discussion of Findings
Null Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 stated that there is no linear combination
of Integration, Human-heartedness, Confucian work dynamism,
and Moral discipline, as measured by the Chinese Value
Survey, that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
American male graduate business students.
This hypothesis was rejected because there was a
significant difference between the values orientation of the
Hong Kong Chinese graduate business students and the White
American graduate business students.

Two variables

discriminating between the two sample groups were
significant; however, there was only one variable considered
to be meaningful.
The only construct that discriminated significantly and
meaningfully between the two sample groups in the
discriminant function analysis was Moral discipline.

Moral

discipline is an index of the degree of self-control, selfrestraint, and moderation possessed by a person.

It is said

to be a "rigid distancing from affairs of the world"
(Franke, Hofstede, & Bond, 1992, p. 7).

An individual who
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scores high on Moral discipline tends to emphasize the
importance of living harmoniously with others through self
regulation, even at the expense of his/her own interests.
The Hong Kong Chinese subjects scored higher than the
White American subjects on this construct in the
discriminant function analysis.

The results of the t-test

analysis also supported the notion that the Hong Kong
Chinese subjects were higher than the White American
subjects on Moral discipline.

The results of the

discriminant analysis and the results of the t-test analysis
agreed with each other.
The White American graduate business students, who were
identified by a lower score on Moral discipline, according
to Triandis, McCusker, and Hui (1990), would be expected to
emphasize certain values such as achievement, pleasure,
social recognition, comfort, hedonism, and competition.

On

the contrary, it would be expected that such values as
security, obedience, sensitivity, harmony, modesty,
moderation, and thrift would be more valued by the Hong Kong
Chinese graduate business students because of their higher
scores on Moral discipline (Triandis et al., 1990) . The
order of social hierarchy, a concept derived from "Wu Lun, •
is important in defining the difference between the Chinese
and American subjects on this construct.

In the Chinese

culture, which is characterized by high Power distance,
there is much emphasis on status.

Usually, the father is
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the boss, men superordinate women, and ordinary people
cannot resist government officials.
place and role in society.
stressed.

Everyone knows his/her

Modesty and self-control are

This is not the case in American culture.

Moral discipline has a positive correlation with
Hofstede's Power distance (1980).

This correlation suggests

that one of the cultural attributes of Chinese subjects is
their willingness to accept inequality.

Moral discipline is

also negatively correlated with Hofstede's dimension of
Individualism (1980) .

Therefore, this correlation implies

that Chinese subjects are more concerned with collective
goals and interests, instead of personal goals and interests
(Triandis et al., 1990).
The second construct on the Chinese Value Survey was
Human-heartedness.

Human-heartedness is an index of the

degree of open-hearted patience, courtesy, kindness, and
sense of righteousness exhibited by an individual.

It

reflects the value of gentleness and compassion for mankind.
Human-heartedness is correlated positively with Hofstede's
Masculinity-femininity dimension (1980).
Discriminant function analysis did not identify Humanheartedness as a variable that separated the two sample
groups, although the results were statistically significant.
The t-test analysis did not indicate that one sample group
was higher than the other since the p value of this
dimension in the analysis was statistically insignificant.
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Therefore, the results of the t-test supported those of the
discriminant function.
Theoretically, these results might be explained by the
commonality of the Human-heartedness construct to both
sample groups because the subjects from Hong Kong may

be

just as masculine and yet

as the

as gentle and compassionate

subjects from the United States (Bond, 1991b; Chinese
Culture Connection, 1987;

Hofstede, 1980).

be some empirical support

for the commonality of this

construct.

There appears to

Hong Kong Chinese subjects and American subjects

were ranked very closely to each other on both the Humanheartedness construct (Chinese Culture Connection, 1987) and
Masculinity dimension (Hofstede, 1980).
The third construct measured by the Chinese Value
Survey was Integration.

It is an index of the degree of

tolerance, harmony, and friendship a society endorses; it
has a "broadly integrative, socially stabilizing emphasis"
(Chinese Cultural Connection, 1987, p. 150).

An individual

who scores high on Integration tends to be more concerned
about how to facilitate his/her own well-being while he/she
is living in harmony with others and how to balance his/he^
own interests and collective interests if conflicts arise.
Integration has a negative correlation with Power distance
(Hofstede, 1980) and a positive correlation with
Individualism (Hofstede, 1980).

These correlations suggest

that the tolerance, harmony, and friendship exemplified by
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Integration is consistent with a focus upon the individual
rather than the collectivity to which he/she belongs.
Integration did not discriminate between the two sample
groups because it was not statistically significant in the
discriminant function.

The t-test analysis indicated that

the Hong Kong Chinese subjects were significantly higher
than the White American subjects on Integration.
effect size was small.

But, the

Therefore, the t-test results agreed

with those of the discriminant analysis.
This finding conflicts with the original findings of
the Chinese Culture Connection (1987).

However, it could be

assumed that Integration represents a cultural construct
that is commonly shared by both cultures.

This assumption

might be explained by the fact that the subjects in Hong
Kong today are living in a psychological and economic
environment that encourages them to become more concerned
about their personal interests.

First, in Hong Kong, more

than five million people are living in a city that has a
land area of only 1,071 square kilometers.

The overall

population density per square kilometer in Hong Kong is
about 5,330 persons.

In the metropolitan areas, however,

there are about 21,000 people per square kilometer.

People

living in a crowded community such as Hong Kong have no
other alternatives but to do their best to look out for
themselves, their well-being, their rights, and their
personal interests in everything that they undertake.
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Second, Hong Kong is an international business and financial
center where the East meets the West.

People who live in

such an exotic and profit-oriented society are constantly
bombarded by the influence of materialism.

Therefore, it is

not surprising that the Hong Kong subjects scored just as
high as their American counterparts on the Integration
construct because they may tend to be as self-centered and
self-oriented as the American subjects (Bond, 1991b; Lau &
Kuan, 1988) .
The fourth construct measured by the Chinese Value
Survey was Confucian work dyneimism.

This construct is an

index of the degree of acceptance of the legitimacy of
hierarchy, the valuing of perseverance, and thrift.

It

reflects work attitudes and ethics influenced by Confucian
values and teachings.
Confucian work dyneimism did not discriminate between
the two sample groups because it was not statistically
significant in the discriminant function.

In the t-test

analysis, however, the Hong Kong Chinese subjects scored
moderately higher than their White American counterparts on
this dimension.
significant.

These findings were statistically

The results of t-test analysis disagreed with

those of the discriminant analysis.

This discrepancy may be

due to the different functions of the multivariate analysis
and univariate analysis and the moderately high correlations
between this construct and the other three variables.
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The work ethic of Chinese workers has long been
acclaimed by management professionals of various
nationalities (Redding, 1990).

In America, workers "sell"

their time to the companies for which they work for wages
and do not owe any allegiance to their employers.

Chinese

workers, however, have a more long-term relationship with
their employers (Yang, 1986) . The Confucian work ethic
promotes the vitality of employer-employee relationships by
emphasizing loyalty and gratefulness to employers.

Chinese

workers develop an attitude of seriousness toward tasks and
responsibilities--not only to fulfill their work roles but
also to safeguard their personal reputation and family honor
(Chiu, 1992).
According to the Chinese Culture Connection (1987),
Integration on the Chinese Value Survey has a positive
correlation with Hofstede's Individualism and a negative
correlation with his Power distance dimension.

Moral

discipline on the Chinese Value Survey has a positive
correlation with Hofstede's Power distance and a negative
correlation with his Individualism dimension.

In fact, the

Chinese Culture Connection (1987) found that all four of
these dimensions clustered together in a second-order factor
analysis.

The results of their analysis suggested that each

of these factors tapped into a basic dimension of cultural
valuing.

Collectivism was a label that they gave to this

underlying dimension.

Therefore, Collectivism can be
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defined as low Integration and high Moral discipline as
measured by the Chinese Value Survey and high Power distance
and low Individualism as measured by Hofstede's instrument.
Hong Kong Chinese were said to be collectivistic
because they were high on Power distance and low on
Individualism in Hofstede's study (1980) . On the other
hand, the American subjects in the same study were labelled
as individualistic because they tended to score lower on
Power distance and higher on Individualism (Hofstede, 1980) .
In the current investigation, Kong Kong Chinese subjects
scored higher on Moral discipline as measured by the Chinese
Value Survey.

This result implies that the Hong Kong

Chinese subjects are collectivistic and might score higher
on Power distance and lower on Individualism on Hofstede's
dimensions.

It can be concluded that there was a

significant difference between the societal values of the
Hong Kong Chinese graduate business students and the White
American graduate business students involved.

These value

differences appear to provide some empirical support for a
Collectivism-Individualism paradigm.
Null Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that there is no linear combination
of Competitiveness, Collaborativeness, Avoidance, and
Accommodation, as measured by the Management-of-Differences
Exercise, that significantly discriminates between Hong Kong
Chinese male graduate business students and U.S. White
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American male graduate business students.
This hypothesis was rejected because there was a
significant difference between the way that the Hong Kong
Chinese subjects and the White American subjects handle
conflicts.

The discriminant function analysis identified a

statistically significant and meaningful linear combination
of variables that discriminated between the Hong Kong male
graduate business students and the White American male
graduate business students.

Of the four variables in this

set, the discriminant function identified three as being
particularly meaningful.

These variables were

Competitiveness, Accommodation, and Collaborativeness.

Hong

Kong male graduate business students scored lower than White
American male graduate business students on Competitiveness,
Accommodation, and Collaborativeness.

The results of the t-

test analysis produced similar findings except for
Ac commoda tion.
Competitiveness was a contributor in the linear
combination that discriminated between the two sample
groups.

Competitiveness is an index of the degree of one's

willingness to compete in conflict situations.

It is

characterized by assertiveness and uncooperativeness.

An

individual who pursues his/her own concerns at the other
person's expense may score high on Competitiveness.

This is

a power-oriented mode in which one uses whatever power seems
appropriate to win.
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The Hong Kong subjects were placed lower than the
American subjects on this scale together with Accommodation
and Collaborativeness by the discriminant function analysis.
The results of the t-test analysis also supported the result
of the discriminant analysis.

Hong Kong Chinese graduate

business students scored significantly lower than their
American counterparts on this scale.
The Hong Kong Chinese subjects might have scored lower
on this scale because they do not believe in competition.
It is not culturally and socially acceptable for a Chinese
person to be assertive and competitive.

They are more

concerned about harmony and maintenance of long-term
relationships.
Accommodation also separated the two sample groups.
Accommodation is an index of the degree of one's willingness
to give in to others' demands in conflict situations.

It is

characterized by unassertiveness and cooperativeness, as
opposed to Competitiveness.

With Accommodation, an

individual neglects his/her own concerns to satisfy the
concerns of the other person.

There is an element of self-

sacrifice in this conflict mode.
The Hong Kong Chinese subjects were placed lower than
the White American subjects on this scale together with
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness.

In the t-test

analysis, the Hong Kong Chinese subjects scored slightly
lower than the American subjects on the Accommodation scale.
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However, these results were not statistically siçrnificant.
The stepwise analysis indicated that Accommodation was
insignificant before entering it into the discriminant
function model and it beccune significant after other
variables were in the model.

It changed to be quite

significant when Collaborativeness was entered into the
model which also caused the dramatic loss of importance of
the variable Avoidance.

This sudden change might be

expected, due to its intercorrelation with Avoidance;
however, the correlation matrix did not support this.
The discrepancy between the findings of the
discriminant analysis and the t-test analysis could be
caused by the different functions of the two analyses.
However, no obvious explanation for this discrepancy is
provided in this study.

It had been anticipated that the

variable Accommodation would be higher for the Hong Kong
Chinese graduate business students than the White American
graduate business students.

The results of the t-test found

no significant difference be*"ween the two sample groups.
One possible explanation of this unexpected finding is that
the Hong Kong subjects involved in this study were more
assertive than would be expected.

This could possibly be

attributed to the fact that much of their education and
training has been under a Western model.

Furthermore, the

Hong Kong Chinese subjects might have been influenced by the
current psychological and economic environment in Hong Kong
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which encourages assertive materialistic behavior.
The third contributor in the linear combination was
Collaborativeness.

Collaborativeness is an index of the

degree of one's willingness to collaborate with the other
party in conflict situations.

It is characterized by both

assertiveness and cooperativeness and involves an attempt to
work with the other person to find some solution that fully
satisfies the concerns of both persons.
The Hong Kong subjects were placed lower than their
American counterparts on this scale together with
Competitiveness and Accommodation in the discriminant
function.

The results of the t-test analysis indicated that

the Hong Kong Chinese graduate business students scored
significantly lower than the White American graduate
business students on the Collaborativeness scale.

These two

results supported each other.
It was expected that the Hong Kong Chinese subjects
would score lower than the White American subjects because
of the assertiveness factor on the Collaborativeness scale.
Assertiveness is incompatible with traditional Confucian
values.
This lack of assertiveness might explain why the Hong
Kong Chinese subjects scored lower than the White American
subjects on both the Competitiveness and Collaborativeness
scales.

It would be more likely that the Hong Kong Chinese

subjects would use Avoidance in conflict situations because
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Avoidance enphasizes non-assertiveness and non
aggressiveness.

Chinese culture encourages maintenance of

good human relationships.

Good human relationships are said

to be achieved when a person is able to harmoniously balance
himself/herself with other forces in his/her environment.
Therefore, in Chinese culture, cooperativeness rather than
assertiveness is stressed.

Chinese people reject aggressive

acts and violent behaviors.

Instead, they encourage self-

control and self-effacement.

The Chinese believe that the

initiation of any kind of dispute is an invitation to chaos.
Therefore, they avoid direct confrontation if at all
possible and tend to deal with conflicts indirectly (Chiu,
1992) .
The Confucian philosophy of life of balance and harmony
or "Chung Yung" teaches the Chinese to live a balanced life
by pursuing a middlecourse between the extremes of theory
and practice, action, and inaction, and to control the
emotions of pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy in a state of
balance and equilibrium (Tang & Kirkbride, 1986).

Harmony

is the end as well as the means by which every Chinese
person lives in order to maintain social prosperity (Bond,
1991a) because they believe that harmony promotes
productivity (Bond, Leung, & Schwartz, in press) .
Confucian values, such as "Jen," "Li," "Ho," and "Shu,"
all teach the prime necessity of achieving peaceful social
order through harmony and self-control, rather than
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aggression.

Harmony, "Ho," in all relationships between

nature and humans and among fellow humans, is taught to each
child in this culture.

Propriety, "Li," and reciprocity,

"Shu," are exercised by everyone in order to achieve and
maintain harmony.

In fact, in Chinese society, the demands

for interpersonal harmony are usually too strong to be
ignored by temporary economic advantage or self-interest
(Bond & Hwang, 1986).
The only variable that was not identified by the
discriminant function analysis as a major contributor to the
linear combination of variables that separated the two
sample groups was Avoidance.

Avoidance is an index of the

degree of one's unwillingness to encounter and deal with
conflict situations.

It is characterized by both

unassertiveness and uncooperativeness.

The individual who

does not immediately pursue his/her own concerns or those of
the other party in a conflict situation tends to score
higher on Avoidance.
Avoidance, unlike the other three variables, did not
discriminate the White American subjects from the Hong Kong
Chinese subjects at a significant level in the discriminant
function.

The results of the t-test analysis, however,

indicated that the Hong Kong Chinese graduate business
students scored significantly higher than the White American
graduate business students on Avoidance.

Again, the

discrepancy between the findings of the discriminant
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analysis and the t-test analysis might be explained by the
different functions of the two analyses.

However, as the

stepwise analysis indicated. Avoidance was a good predictor
in the discriminant function model until Collaborativeness
entered into the model; then it became insignificant.

This

change could be caused by intercorrelations among variables.
Theoretically, along with other findings relating to
the Management-of-Differences Exercise, this finding implies
that Hong Kong Chinese subjects tend to be less competitive,
collaborative, and accommodating, and more avoiding than
their White American counterparts in conflict situations.
Whenever conflicts arise, Chinese subjects tend to
resolve conflicts by minimizing the tension between the two
parties (Ma, 1988).

Both parties choose actions that tend

to preserve face for fear of future retaliation or the ruin
of their long-term relationships.

These actions avoid

challenging behaviors that would give rise to feelings of
shame for disturbing harmony and escalating conflict.
“Reconciliation is precious,“ is one of the Chinese Golden
Means.

Such a tolerant and compromising attitude leads the

Chinese to resolve conflicts in a more informal and indirect
way.

“Reconcile big conflicts into small ones, and small

ones into none“ is the Chinese behavioral guide for
resolving the conflict.
For example, according to Tang and Kirkbride (1986),
conflict-resolution strategies that were employed by Chinese
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managers included 'indirect' confrontation through mediators
or arbitrators, avoidance of hostile reactions, and making
false promises.

They perceived these styles of responding

as more likely than face-to-face negotiation to enable them
to avoid hostility while still securing control over the
outcome of the dispute for their benefit.
Westerners place an equally high premium on avoiding
hostility and controlling the outcome of disputes, but they
believe that direct consultation between the two key parties
is more likely to achieve these goals (Ting-Toomey, 1985).
The cultural differences here revolve around contrasting
expectations about the consequences of direct versus
indirect approaches to potentially volatile situations
(Ting-Toomey, 1985).

As a matter of fact, in contrast to

Chinese managers and executives, their Western counterparts
exhibit a greater tendency to utilize the more aggressive
conflict-handling styles.

Such strategies, if used

properly, help to get to the roots of an issue and to
identify the underlying concerns of the two parties and to
develop integrative solutions that meet the concerns of both
parties.

In this way, better understanding, mutual trust,

constructive competition, and creativity are encouraged
through the positive management of conflict and
confrontation.
While these three variables have been discussed
individually, it must be emphasized that none of them stands
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on its own.

The discriminant function analysis identified a

syndrome defined as high on Competitiveness, Accommodation,
and Collaborativeness on which the Hong Kong subjects were
placed significantly lower than the American subjects.
Null Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 stated that there is no significant
canonical correlation between Integration, Humanheartedness, Confucian work dynamism, and Moral discipline
as measured by the Chinese Value Survey and Avoidance,
Accommodation, Competitiveness, and Collaborativeness as
measured by the Management-of-Differences Exercise.
This hypothesis was rejected because the results
indicated a significant correlation between the dimensions
of the two groups of dependent variables.

The subjects who

scored higher on Moral discipline. Integration, and
Confucian work dynamism tended to score lower on
Competitiveness and Collaborativeness and higher on
Avoidance and Accommodation.

These findings appear to

support the notion that Hong Kong Chinese collectivists who
are high on Moral discipline and Confucian work dynamism
tend to employ Avoidance approaches to resolve conflict
situations, rather than Competitiveness and
Collaborativeness.
The results were not surprising because the people with
collectivistic orientations adopt denial and repression when
faced with conflict situations (Bond & Hwang, 1986; Sahoo,
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Sia, & Panda, 1987; Yang, 1986) .

Irrespective of sex, a

positive relationship between denial and Collectivism is
supported; as is a relationship between repression and
Collectivism.

People with collectivistic orientations

generally possess a social orientation.

They are immersed

in a social network and they tend to adapt to unpleasant
situations by adopting the patterns of denial, repression,
and turning against self because of the teaching of "Jen"
and "Li" (Sahoo et al., 1987).

For example, both types of

cultures have positive attitudes toward self-reliance.
However, the meaning of self-reliance is different.

In

collectivist cultures self-reliance means self-denial and
aims at not burdening other ingroup members even if they are
ready to help.

This discourages competition of any kind.

In individualist cultures, self-reliance is associated with
independence and the opportunity to do one's own thing.
Pleasure is also associated with self-reliance, as is
competition.

Individualists see themselves as successful in

competitive situations because of their self-reliant traits,
and their competitive success results in pleasure (Triandis,
Brislin, & Hui, 1988).
A number of factors in collectivistic culture combine
to yield low levels of competitive behavior (Bond & Wang,
1983).

First, assertive, willful actions by an individual

put family or group cohesion at risk and hence are avoided
(Wolf, 1964).

Second, because of high Power distance, there
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are many clear indicators of status, such as age, sex, and
title.

The prerogatives of each party in the social

hierarchy are widely acknowledged.

Any challenge to this

established order by a junior will be regarded as
"revolutionary" and promptly suppressed (Bond & Hwang,
1986) .

Third, to people who are concerned about

relationships, aggression can backfire, bringing harm to its
instigators.
The results of this study, which indicated that the
Hong Kong Chinese subjects tended to employ Avoidance
instead of Competitiveness and Collaborativeness in handling
conflict, could be explained by the following cultural
characteristics : (1) Chinese culture which is heavily
influenced by Confucian values emphasizes familial loyalty
and human kindness and promotes nonassertive behavior,

(2)

Chinese culture which is heavily influenced by Confucian
values emphasizes hierarchies of authority, power distance,
and discipline and encourages people to demonstrate
obedience and self-denial behavior (Fray & Hector, 1987) ,
and (3) Confucian values promote self-control which is
considered a prime virtue that every good person should
possess.

"Do not do unto others as you would not have

others do unto you" is the Chinese golden rule.

Even though

it is stated in the negative form, it does provide positive
guidelines for moral behavior and social exchange.
In conclusion, when there is a conflict between ingroup
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and individual goals in collectivist cultures, ingroup goals
have primacy over individual goals; in individualist
cultures, personal goals have priority over ingroup goals
(Ma, 1988; Leung, 1988).

In individualist cultures,

confrontation is acceptable in order to "clear the air."

In

fact, people are encouraged to communicate in order to
increase mutual understanding and, therefore, improve their
relationships, even when they have rather different
attitudes.

For the Collectivists, on the other hand,

confrontation is taboo, and face-saving is of great value.
They tend to avoid such confrontations so as to preserve
harmony and maintain long-term relationships (Tang &
Kirkbride, 1986; Triandis, Brislin, & Hui, 1988).
Ifl^licat ions
The results of this study indicated that there were
significant cultural differences between the Hong Kong
Chinese subjects and the White American subjects.

These

differences tended to support the Collectivism-Individualism
paradigm which draws a dichotomy of East versus West.
practical question arises.

A

How can managers and management

educators make good use of this information in understanding
and facilitating effective cross-cultural communication?
In order to communicate more effectively in a crosscultural setting, there are three elements needed to be
possessed by every manager and management student.

These

are knowledge, awareness, and sensitivity (Kavanagh &
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Kennedy, 1992).
Knowledge promotes iinderstending.

Knowledge of social

process and cultural difference is essential to the
understanding of cross-cultural issues.

Understanding other

cultures is the first lesson managers should learn as they
do business with people from different parts of the world.
The second step is awareness. Awareness involves
recognition of cultural issues and preferences that relate
to interaction in the communication processes.

That is to

say, managers should be able to identify cultural
differences as they encounter them in day-to-day business.
The last essential element is sensitivity.

Sensitivity

implies understanding the implications and meanings of the
communication processes from the point (s) of view of those
who are culturally different, so that various perspectives
can be appreciated and work can be done effectively.
Therefore, it is important not only to be aware of the
situations that one may face when dealing with people from
different cultures, but that we also should be sensitive
enough to contribute to a helpful atmosphere that cultivates
relationships and understanding between two parties.
When helping managers and management students to leam
how to deal with others in a cross-cultural setting, within
the context of the Collectivism-Individualism paradigm,
Triandis, Brislin, and Hui (1988) suggested a number of
points that one needs to be aware of as one attempts to
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communicate with another person who is from an opposite
cultural orientation.

For exairqple, managers from the East,

such as the Chinese and Japanese, should bear in mind that
individualists are proud of accomplishments.

They will

define status in terms of individual accomplishments, rather
than on the basis of ascribed attributes, such as position,
age, sex, and family name. Therefore, they will be more
involved in horizontal and less involved in vertical
relationships.

Individualists can be more emotionally

detached from events and relationships and relationships may
last only so long as mutual interests are served.

They can

be quite calculating when they use arguments that emphasize
personal costs and benefits.
On the other hand, American managers should also take
notice of some of the cultural attributes of their Eastern
counterparts as they prepare to deal with them effectively
in both business and social circles.

The collectivistic

people are likely to be comfortable in unequal status
relationships.

Status in their culture is likely to be

based on age, sex, family name, and place of birth.
Therefore, the behavior of an individual from the
collectivistic culture depends on the norms of the ingroups
that are important in his/her life.

When his/her group

membership changes, there is a high probability that his/her
opinions, attitudes, and even "personality" will change to
reflect the norms of the different group.

If resources are
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to be distributed among peers, the Easterners may use equity
in the early phases of a relationship and equality or need
in the later stages of the relationship.
emphasize harmony and cooperation.

Furthermore, they

They avoid competition

and confrontation.
Some practical suggestions have been given by Tulin
(1992) that are said to enhance managers' multi-cultural
communication skills:
1.

Expect multi-cultural misunderstandings to sometimes
occur.

2.

Recognize that our best intentions may be undermined by
old assumptions.

3.

Catch ourselves in these assumptions in order to
communicate more clearly and fairly.

4.

Learn about the cultural styles and values of different
groups ; understand and appreciate that individual
differences exist within groups.

5.

Do not generalize about individuals because of their
particular culture; many individual differences exist
within groups.

6.

Avoid hot buttons or such blunders as ethnic jokes,
sexual expressions, racially based assumptions,
inappropriate touching, and stereotyped job
assignments.

7.

Use "we are all in this together" language to express
trust and to foster a spirit of good will and
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partnership.
8.

Respond to the context and content of a person's

words

and deeds, rather than assumed motives.
9.

Do not be diverted by style, accent, grammar, or

the

merits of the statement or behavior.
10. Consciously seek out new multi-cultural relationships
and challenges.
Recommendat ions
The following suggestions for further research are
made.

Similar studies with a much larger sample should be

undertaken.

Further studies need to be conducted using

populations from Eastern countries other than Hong Kong and
Western countries other than the United States.

Additional

studies should be undertaken to investigate the effect of
gender on conflict-handling styles.
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Andrews University
Human Subjects Review Board
A BRIEF RESEARCH PROTOCOL
Research title:
A Cross-cultural Study on Conflict Handling Behaviors
of Graduate Business Students in Hong Kong and the
United States.
Researcher:

Randy Chiu

Purpose :
The aim of the study is to investigate and compare the
conflict handling behaviors of male graduate business
students in Hong Kong and the United States. The
researcher is attempting to find out relationships
between choice of conflict styles and ethnic/cultural
background.
M ethodology:
The study will be carried out in one of the most common
forms of research design - survey by questionnaire. It
is the aim of the researcher to complete the project
within a three months period after it is started.
Sample:
Participants involved in the study will be male
graduate business students from various universities in
Hong Kong and the United States. Students, however,
have the right to decide whether to take part in the
survey since it is completely on a voluntary basis.
Risk:
This study is an anonymous survey and involves minimal
risk and discomfort to the participants whatsoever. An
informal informed consent will be attached to the
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questionnaire given to participants before they take
part in the survey. The researcher will make an
announcement to participants regarding procedures and
risks involved in the participation in completing the
survey.
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500 Garland B 5
Berrien Springs
Mi 49103
Dr. Rod Ganey
Social Science Training & Research Laboratory
University of Notre Deime
South Bend, IN
April 23, 1992
Dear Dr. Ganey:
Once again, thank you for helping me out in conducting a
research with the graduate business students of your
University. Your personal assistance to me is truly
appreciated. I feel bad for giving you all these unexpected
and unnecessary work. If anything I can do for you in the
future, please be sure to call me.
This research is a cross-cultural comparison study. I wish
to examine the relationship between the choice of conflict
resolution styles and ethnic/cultural orientations by
comparing the graduate American students in the United
States with the Chinese students in Hong Kong.
Kindly find the enclosed copy of the letter that I give to
each of the students who participate in the study. Again,
may I emphasize that this study is an anonymous survey and
gives little risk and discomfort to the participants. Once
again, thank you so much for the help.

Sincerely,

Randy Chiu
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500 Garland B 5
Berrien Springs
MI 49103
Mr . Anthony Ko
Senior Lecturer
City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Tat Ghee Ave.,
Kowloon,
Hong Kong.
April 23, 1992
Dear M r . Ko :
Once again, thank you for helping me out in conducting a
research with the graduate business students of your
University. Your personal assistance to me is truly
appreciated.
This research is a cross-cultural comparison study. I wish
to examine the relationship between the choice of conflict
resolution styles and ethnic/cultural orientations by
comparing the graduate American students in the United
States with the Chinese students in Hong Kong.
Kindly find the enclosed copy of the letter that I give to
each of the students who participate in the study. Again,
may I emphasize that this study is an anonymous survey and
gives little risk and discomfort to the participants. Once
again, thank you so much for the help.

Sincerely,

Randy Chiu
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500 Garland B 5
Berrien Springs
MI 49103
Dr. S. Saliba
Dean,
School of Business
Andrews University
Berrien Springs,
MI 49104
April 23, 1992
Dear Dr. Saliba. :
Once again, thank you for helping me out in conducting a
research with the graduate business students of the M.B.A.
progrsun of your University in Hong Kong. Your personal
assistance to me is truly appreciated.
This research is a cross-cultural comparison study. I wish
to examine the relationship between the choice of conflict
resolution styles and ethnic/cultural orientations by
comparing the graduate American students in the United
States with the Chinese students in Hong Kong.
Kindly find the enclosed copy of the letter that I give to
each of the students who participate in the study. Again,
may I emphasize that this study is an anonymous survey and
gives little risk and discomfort to the participants. Once
again, thank you so much for the help.

Sincerely,

Randy Chiu
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Dear Professor:
Thank you so much for giving out the questionnaire to
your students at this time. I am very grateful for your
assistance. It will only take about 20 minutes of your
class time.
Kindly read the following statements to the
participants before they fill out the questionnaire.
you very much.

Thank

1.

This s t u d y is an anonymous survey and involves
minimal risk and discomfort.

2.

You h a v e the right to decide whether to take part
in this survey.
I f y o u decide not to take part,
please return the uncompleted Questionnaire.

3.

Please do not write down y o u r n a m e or school
identification number on the Questionnaire.

4.

Instructions are giv e n at the beginning of each
section, please read them carefully.

5.

Thank y o u very much f or your cooperation.

Once again, thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Randy Chiu
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April 23, 1992
Dear Fellow Graduate Students:
Thank you so much for taking the time to participate in
this research. I am very grateful for your assistance. I
do really appreciate to your help; and the survey will only
take about twelve (12) minutes of your precious time.
Please complete the questionnaire and put it back to the
collection box immediately at your earliest convenience
during this week.
This is a cross-cultural comparison study. The aim of
this study is to investigate and compare the conflict
handling behaviors of graduate business students in the
United States and Hong Kong.
Kindly read the following statements before you fill
out the questionnaire. Thank you very much.
1.

Tbia study la an anonymoua aur v e y and involvea
minimal r i a k and diacomfort.

2.

You have the right to decide whet h e r to take p a r t
in thia aurvey.
If y o u decide not to take part,
pleaae return the uncompleted Questionnaire.

3.

Pleaae do not write down your n a m e or school
identification number on the questionnaire.

4.

Instructions are given at the beginning o f eac h
section, pleaae read them carefully.

Once again, thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Randy Chiu
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ANDREWS UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Department of Educational & Counseling Psychology

A CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY ON
CONFLICT HANDLING BEHAVIOR OF
GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDENTS IN H.K. & U.S.

Purpose of the Study
The aim of the study is to investigate and compare the
conflict handling behaviors of graduate business students in
Hong Kong and in the United States. The researcher is
attempting to examine relationships between the choice of
conflict styles and ethnic/cultural orientation.

Researcher
Randy Chiu
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Section One
PERSONAL INFORMATION SHEET
Please circle the number of only one response for each of
the following items that describe you.
I am a

B

1.
2,

I describe myself
as a/an

female.
male.
1.
2.

U.S. citizen (white)
Hong Kong citizen
(Chinese).

3. Other:
(Be specific
C.

My present age 1.
is
2.
3.
4.

below 23 years old.
23 - 30 years old.
31 - 40 years old.
above 40 years old.
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Format for the Raw Score Data
532 rows
Odd row
Column

Even row
Column

1

4
5
6
36

Identification
Nationality
Age
Score of 30 items
on the MODE

40

Scores of 40 items
on the CVS
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R a w Score Data

100113211112211222111211221112211212
3343544424577775734526423473414334627734
100212222122222222211112111111122121

6876774768639245374675687348585773495348
100312212221222221121221121211112112
8887776599768787788998789616797896686978
100412212122221212122122122112111222
8935276658727246477864584438886784756478
100512212222212222111121211111111121
7887753388857381488381188518886781191642
100612121122122111222211121111211122
8654992159728645287864387268867746897688
100712212111211222111122111112211212
9889774496658375489987769348695874597566
100812122222222111122112112211221112
79747879986373882876989989466998969997 65
100911212222121112122212121121222222
77 6757 657 87 67867287967477357773442431339
101012111122122221221122222121111212

8888686777657456667975667547786776586368
101111221112221112222212112112122222

79782886595374911998868967199918757 81149
101213112221211212212112121121221212
77687 64587636258678587577525685786688342
101312211121211112222222212222211122
67 8977 5779829555275362798559585775795257
101412211122222212222222122212112122
874258193 94773542889832748596749753 92279
101512111221112112221211212121121212
7978367889726383188692798329492892481156
101612221112112122221212222212122122
3994212499119165157791477318294771191145
101712112122211122112212121212112122
9866674688548665588886578588784877786557
101813212211121212212121111111122112
8777774679648345499896699638787887686874
101912121222111122221222211111222222
8874677868334653299771177229784617766177
102013211122121212121212122212122112
187662157 9387167179781898118892867698516
102112212211121211111121111111222221

7568272399711185688698778427785755487323
102212112221122221112122111121211211

7 889887797558344248885477216796987 685376
102312121222122112222221222221122212
9983537799758277146271368548895892783794
102412212221211221111121121112212121
7757766786755555346794578516566865861276
102512211112222212111212112122112212
9877777 689847356166785587867787886776678
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102612111221111211122111122211121221
7866745898438263189486796519799886799146
102713211112212122221212112212112122
99778788797 68656194785699779784887788189
102812112222212122121121212111212121
7488421789157189579897977519799955999448
102912111212222112212212212222121222
89867857791397722899736884497 97888791457
103012112111121222221212222121122221
6466664468629382698698767827695585573365
103112111212212212221212112222121222
8976976869757156189998997819799787777567
103212122121211222122121221122211221
3497832279379113387386778228673773373566
103312121221211111222212221221211121
8966774999547141589991187527 695951172267
103413212221111221112121121111222222
8858767888867444588884888629687886787688
103512212221122222111121221111112212
6688874897656336888192226116382831191192
103 612222222211122121211221211122121
9977465899739163189875675268376885599456
103712212111222112111112111111212212
8878967888758584298898798528897986498386
103813111122111121222211222221111122
8826975488728416539781675154586737489291
103 912222121121211111221121121111221
78555799895381877888723845177 94658689357
104011121222122111122111112211112212
6977558998436161198681397978893894897267
104112112211111221111222222122111222
7657944478868489177786778877 687787788768
104213111122221212121212112121112222
7867 9313 997 68189177794788118796877281316
104312211112121212121212121122222212
8877584489814174144891454116491541151447
104413212221121221111121221111221221
8887 677688778547478897667537784786688776
104513211111121112221212112221112222
9747576868847745386553376647684666688299
104613112222111221112122221121211221
9986764587627293389995778327693876238173
104712221212121221211121111222122222
79868992999881862979989967277 96978679594
104814112221111121222121221222121221
3888935998888123888685668518686897392547
104912112211222221121211222221211221
3855352878457 652474382487558583773382355
105013211121112112222212212212111121
5877685787727562286772587558897864685276
105112212221112122212112222212121212
4557 674999559698899676686668776888467458
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105212222111221221112211112111111111
9955676769555588256777288789898865687877
105313121112112111212212222222111112
7855638679778498289965864859886895873457
105412122212122111111111111221212212
868678769868939848989678821789287 6268275
105513112112221212222222112222221222
5856778788857356277883776438886878863374
105613212221121221112121122111221212
8778597378525544299992787526894753621575
105713112222211122122211221122212122
6664563346746228569774576225587686496665
105814221212222122221212112112112122
4655272479448577167972376426583764692247
105913122221221221111121121121212222
9886873358657888598699877557775678669777
106012112112211122211212112221111112
7855666889857157588794167127291791792266
106112222222121111122111212112121121
8734565489647588788877687245785656652576
105213122121221212111122111112212112
7878343 578246586267871472134785644658756
106312222221211121221121122211122121
5757523 686446362567565465734486641675715
106412122221111221122121221221111221
7888775577667575489875787338895887438355
106513212221111221122121211121111121
8957544387467465488877787546685657578456
106611211222122221221111112222111122
214358677 9749356292132187518795887 685628
106712121212121212111221111211122221
8676778788737187578676577248684677498585
106812111111121111211121111121121222
8883893 65533 6297549992874317794774393447
106912211111221212121211112111222222
797877563 9349395287832286348886777595539
107011112221211222121222221112112122
5976986589789575599883589819998869996357
107111222121111222112222222211112112
775536778874648647678467776868779 6895288
107212112211221122112111111211211211
3925344467573842957433755586634435523349
107311211122112112221212112211122122
8744553677617365277897675624693856898453
107412121112212112212212112211121112
5555544666645755474566675445585776781146
107513222112121212222212122212122222
976766737 9748166497885778336886886686568
107613111121212121222212111121112221
6734342658787366488874366867898997885469
107712112121112221112122221122221121
55365364675332322764733343243944653 61227
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107812211112212112222212112112111122
3775365679678522277473685116593772491566
107912221222122212221211111111111212
6785453358646322258791388119674623292255
108012211122212122221212122212112111
3355543372354444945344223332348669329331
108112211122121112111211121112222121
3112526321353922952124854491338359715472
108212211111221212221222122222122222
2935226658727246477864584438886784756428
108312211111212222221221212211122122
3887753388857381488381188518886781191642
108412221111222112221212122211221122
26543321597286452878643872 68867746897638
108512211121121112221212222121122212
4858626777657456667 975667547786776586368
108612211111211212222222122212122122
374251153 9477354288983274859 674975392229
108712111221112112221211212121122212
2948367889726383188692798329492892481156
108812211111112112221212222212122122
2944212499119165157791477318294771191145
108912211211121212221211112211222221
45682723 99711185688692778427785755487323
109012212221121122212212112221221211
588922779755834424888547721679 6987685316
109112211111122112222221222221122212
4983537799758277146271368548895892783724
109212221111211212211221122212122122
7757766486755555346794578516566865261256
109312221111121112211212112122122212
5877377689847356166785587867787886772678
109412222111121112221212222121122221
3466664468629382698692767827695585573365
109512221212121112221212122222122222
297697686975715618999329781979 9787777567
109612222121221122222211222122222221
6433332279379113387384778228673773373566
109712221221211112222212222211222121
3966734599547141589991187527695951172267
109813221121121121222211222211122122
282637548872841653 9781675154586737481111
109912221111121112211211122221122221
4855573989538187788872384517794658681327
110011221121122112222211112211122212

3937552598436161198681397978893894397267
110112122111121212221212222112122222

2657244478868489177786778877687787788768
110213221112121112212212222221222221
2936764587627293389995778327693876232173
110312221212121112211212212221122222
7986222299988186297 9943 96727796978674524
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110414221111121111222212222211121221
38884354988881232886856685186868973 92547
110512221111221112121211222211212221
3855352578457652474382487558583773382355
110612221111121112221111111211212212
5646787698689398489896788217892876268275
110713222111121212222212112222221222
5856778788857356277883476438886878263374
110813221121121221212121122111221112
7778592378525544299992787526894753621525
110913221111121122222211222211222122
6664563346746228569774576225587686496665
111014221111221112221212112212122122
46552724794485771679723764265837 64692247
111112221111221111221221122211122111

5757523686446362567565465734486641675715
111212221111121212122221222221122211

7838725577667575489875787338895887431355
111313221111111211122211212221121121
3957544387467465488877387546685657572456
111411211221112211221211112212122122
21435267797493562 92132187518795887685628
111512221211121212221212112211122221
8646772488737187578676577248684677492515
111612221211121112212211212211221211
3925344467 573142257433355586634435523349
111711221122112112221212212211122122
57445536776173 65277897675624693856595453
111812221111121112212212212211122112
5555544666645755474566675445585776381146
111913222111121212222212122211122222
2767667379748166497885778336886886685568
112012211121122122221212122212122111

3355543372354444245344223332348669324331
112112211111121112211212121111122122

3112526321353922 952124254491338359715432
112211112112211222111122221121222121

7878866689759388558895687449594745577457
112311211222222112211212111111121212
9778665599748676799989799747995769859466
112413212112221212121211112112112112
9867767797769287479785588318783874584347
200122112122212222221212221211121122

8778777788879797788788788777887887777868
200233211212122111212222112212221122
6879178989978795179583588559797776575768
200322211112112221111122112221111122
8956857896678889677667677558998887685668
200423212111211212222112121121111112
8667 665778634677787676677578786775787559
200523211111112111112111121111211111
9759977789859996559997777799997997777777
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200622111122122112221112112111121112
576457 5889519765187875588859997882555248
200722211121112212112122221112221122
6866366678767576568685687878774765677658
200823211222121111211211122211121122
7755467388767788567675345567787765785777
200923211222112212222211222211121121
8745547788757677787684675777677777888778
201022111111212121222212122112122222

5877785579749554183311533666375934799379
201122221121112112112122211112221122

8888856578848794488888456949994671171949
201222112111122211122222121112111212

6379357597577775575597777579795757777379
201323112111121212112222221112111222
55456654545567654451644564576657 6757 6557
201422112112222112221212112222112122
753332247 6436293758763377735585731297331
201522212211111122212221212212122122
7978857687826591179595587576987831599137
201622212211111212111121221221221122
2345533544452667766734574647735357245747
201722211121111112112122221122111222
8755644457768465376474577668884863696769
201823112221221221112121221121222121
87 6777 656874657 656667 6566557786886656769
201923112122211221212222121122221221
866786777776767767867 6555557576645467556
202022212121112122112222221122211211

8666677896558555578766758338875885696588
202123212121121222221222111122122121
5978787588359788659685988579997988787778
202222111121211222111122222122212122

5568738599788689699499979549596887595869
202322212211222212111222112112211212
987887558997957678958575866888889789 9787
202422212122221222111122111111221221
77777 67678777777688786688678888766677477
202524212211121211112121111111222212
8989987798889798379694688527993973389481
202623212121112221112122221111211212
9969777799799897778898988689899996797961
202721111121221221122121121111122121
7788577678887587387793579348885665788787
202822222122221122112121121111222122
887897568873814538888878751889678727 9566
202922112111211222211222221112221121
7878767589768697599677787578897885789667
203022221212112121221111221121111211
7878675588658588689797877558898988979887
203121112121111222111222221112221212
7877668868777777347484788558786775696566
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203222122121122221212121212222122121
997 9871398767188899896799339998887799565
203322111121122222122121211111221111
89775543988995852787955771187 95987595477
203422211121112122112122221112111112
997 6966689788696699898999475993997494885
203522112111221221111112221122211211
8878797388778687379693 667387787878697885
203 621122211221221111121121121212221
9788876677767766467577788567667655597667
203722111112112122111112222222211111
87898868799596872897 98769578996776899777
203823211221212122111122122111222222
485556476855747 6678785476656677745557566
203922212211212122111111221121211112
8857 588889876575355687 978787888767898568
204024212121211212121212122111221212
1234567898765432123456789876543212345678
204122212121111221121112221112112122
9977477599649575286688579999699873495249
204222212221121221111121211122211221
8789886798786675587975678568488784767678
204322122111122122112122221122212212
9877566778878788577985578667887887888688
204422222222212122111212221222211112
7957555779777777557555555757777555575759
204522212121221222111122111112212211
778777578766626577968576874768487 6687875
204621122221111221112121222111211111
877888667 9768596684586876599898868796884
204722112222221212222222121221122222
5534447639728574238371285538772822685169
204824221111122112212221112111122222
7878656689758387589885789338895776578567
204923221221111221112121221111222122
78886777898796874788986786498877643 67356
205022221121112121221121212112112111
9957755599188177198582688869996888881159
205124212221221221112121211111211212
5738276761163855377883 5567876787633 95382
205222221222112111222111112211222121
7966789899549386634798398986793927669758
205322112112112112111121121111122122
7586985769785986978957486978768795869999
205423222122122111112121111222222111
5738665668758585196799786867797865369779
205523212121212222122122121111111211
766775978887 9587569885789459897894798367
205623112121121212112222112222111122
7788367346638346222372777137787861465138
205722211122221221111111122121111121
786566556777 6555566674486447776784587765
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205823111211122111112122221121211212
1617515189812195189595999519999251191119
205923211111111122122222212111121112
67577 65477 657565275575888657785772577559
206023111112111112211212111112111222
7977875669768667377686599668895767677567
206122111112111211121212211122111112
7555353357538355346555566678555655566336
206222211121121112222212122212121222
8745555668667477 667676466666786776586546
206323112211112122212222112222211222
8846464488557587366463577348786865666457
206422112111121222112222222122112222
9668869898879698558888767858887876688279
206522221122111112222212222212122122
5822535669748765587577544327887455421179
206622112121222221112221221121112212
7969778699969786289586555527992555295337
206722212111111222222222221122121222
7778666468754576478685336777767656486577
206822112111121221111122221121111221
887997986658586759788789966877 6877 999879
206923221111121112222212122111122222
8877443779778767578795787667787877797578
207 023211211221212222122222211211112
6888787788848997799792278779998995597288
207122112121112221121221221121212212
7555546545556664466564566336663543365356
207223212121121222112122221122212211
788998989 9889299789995788527877886585694
207323211112212111122212112211211111
97797 97598889597 558585779599995885595558
207423112121121221112222212222121122
6816545899847386289795587647892782287858
207523211111212221122221222221112212
777777666877878866868777766788567 6675665
207622122121112122222121221221211121
7647735678858275286375556647786775685358
207722112111221222111222221122111222
7877575689758776789587778777887876797666
207822112222221212222222121221122222
5534447639728574238371285538772822685169
207922121221111111112211212221121112
46674453 688485654673 63477648475545464453
208022221112111122222211122222221212
6757667677768676666476675556677785556769
208122211221112121112111221111222111
9977695878755665368599589117886954685377
208223111121122111222212111221111112
6849977759779575177781177556995755765559
208322112121112122112222221112212112
8857555388749497369797599659898853598259
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208422112222111121122212221111121112
8967545698534577247565446568881564434656
208522111111122212211222221222121222
3836758878557686678677688678886885576868
208622211221111221212221121111222222
66873575878777 67267568789558985878287235
208722211122112111222212112211111121
7765647578757 677477767676767787676757848
208822112121122221122122221122221211
8877765589868585588574577769887765587657
208924112121121221111121221121211221
6867666868778787688888778778888877779777
209023112121111222121122222111112221
5756775557757 655265564577348888763345666
209123112121212121112121222122222122
9977786889878888887796787888897887777669
209222212111221222111122222111221211
5758555568565454357585578546685554365446
209324212112111222111212221112211212
5867777778766666669896766556798776776665
209423112112221212221221111222222222
7656653468538556457775564335567655285144
209523121112121112212212222221222222
8253752269529785225252588528774882222222
209623212121121221121222121121121222
775727 677 9789577498797677476777776777578
209722221122111122121212221121122121
599929119994959333 9196679789999988691777
209822111111121212121222222121111212
78685577898654553 67566588858886853375579
209922122121121222111122212122121112
46787 67577878586389387766549897853687238
210023221122122112222212112211112112
6767667787655333387582776458676682571148
210122112111211222121222212212211222

77 67 677647 64775547737465555877466677 6268
210223212121222212122222121211122222
76464335785577 64292272225747997668785458
210323112121112222121222221122111212
7656312538568553378755876989997777877569
210423121111112122111122221112222212
17386425784473 95738793176728886733895928
210523111112212222211222211222111212
7877586677666697379774566659796763775567
210623112121222221122221211122211222
7857764776645465345262653127695552511238
210723212112221212121222222121112222
675657 5447588787555555875556776665545548
210822111121121212112121112122212122
9777532899888585558889677228888994573626
210923121112222111122212112222111122
876577 66785672993498886876787777744487 66
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211023122112121222222222212221221121
6766566777766575466464566547786754665447
211123111122112212122212212222111112
775755477765637633857556523 6687664475557
211223211122212211122211211122111112
7878677778877677265587687577777776787788
211323121121121112212212122111122122
776885467897858727977327887 97 98981895657
211422212121221222111222122112112222
76585256885566855787884675567 87887685557
211522212212122221111122122112221212
7878659689677275678676588418886785395266
211622211121112122121212212112121112
8976644459757388259275587658786785598319
211724212111211222111122221111111111
7879765899858765486684888567887885595878
211823221112111112221212122211122122
59454446795386992696899967888937858953 68
211923212121221221111221111121222222
77 67665466745487668777776547787774557666
212023112111221212111221122112211222
9844435659434375357676666657677664491736
212122222221122221112222221112221212
7678566777687474468563366316665332265334
212223222111121221112222212212111222
8667865578888587278585568715785786688647
212323122211211122111112221121212122
6778887888868686577687788557887884777767
212423212121121221212221221121222222
7756678778768786678886687589896675576577
212522212222112221211222212122211222
8755655568757486-177585666658895855696876
2126221122212222
21121112121212121
6656666787666566s, 88587568897896797567
212723212121122212122222122122211222
9779566654378888238181799549991754474124
212822112121222221111121221112212211
8878778668889177688686688718895911671177
212923222211122211122122212112121221
1566637766338784596297588419896762321222
213022112111211221111121121112221222
98687 645885574866744744763377877743 66537
213123212111222212111121122122222222
8845662566244466566274453426454666668445
213223122111122221111122222112111221
896876547766757657666556745677 6753563235
213322112111122221112111221121211211
4556865566667545555665566677567865555637
213423112121211222122222221121111221
7654524555526395199555585427699662468745
213523222221122222121122112121122112
885746777876877 6478887676678787777779777
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213623212221121222122121221112112221
85789553787 97553878575558559758952335352
213723221221121111212212212221221122
6766467 647 6576765666657877568767655667 67
213823121211221222122122111112221122
6534464548533753455463444467764464755437
213922112221122222222222222122122222
8756425558656796687774547539685664323364
214023212121221222221222122222122122
78566333 66556466569773456327798775465779
214122112211121212121222112222122221
7666755567666785667 675546346677655655445
214222212112221112111221122122211112
8847835688765475388684554548674574485444
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Format for the Encoded Score Data
266 rows
Column

1
2
12
17
22
27
32
37
42
47

- 4
5
6
- 11
- 16
- 21
- 26
- 31
- 36
- 41
- 46
- 51

Identification
Nationality
Age
Competitiveness
Collaborativeness
Compromising
Avoidance
Accommodation
Integration
Human heartedness
Confucian work dynamism
Moral discipline
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Encoded Score Data
100113
100212
100312
100412
100512
100612
100712
100812
100911
101012
101111
101213
101312
101412
101512
101612
101712
101813
101912
102013
102112
102212
102312
102412
102512
102612
102713
102812
102912
103012
103112
103212
103312
103413
103512
103612
103712
103813
103912
104011
104112
104213
104312
104413
104513
104613
104712
104814
104912
105013

5.0 5.0 11.0 3.0 6.0 33.0 11.0 33.0 28.0
6.0 7.0 6.0 2.0 9.0 51.0 25.0 31.0 13.0
6.0 4.0 7.0 4.0 9.0 57.0 24.0 35.0 25.0
3.0 7.0 11.0 6.0 3.0 41.0 19.0 26.0 9.0
5.0 3.0 7.0 5.0 10.0 61-0 27.0 34.0 11.0
9.0 6.0 4.0 7.0 4.0 39.0 22.0 31.0 11.0
1.0 7.0 11.0 4.0 7.0 50.0 25.0 30.0 18.0
7.0 9.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 49.0 26.0 30.0 21.0
5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 7.0 40.0 18.0 34.0 17.0
6.0 4.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 53.0 22.0 30.0 14.0
8.0 11.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 53.0 17.0 28.0 7.0
3.0 6.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 55.0 27.0 29.0 17.0
8.0 4.0 7.0 9.0 2.0 61.0 29.0 32.0 7.0
9.0 6.0 9.0 4.0 2.0 40.0 17.0 21.0 12.0
9.0 6.0 4.0 7.0 4.0 56.0 25.0 28.0 7.0
12.0 6.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 49.0 25.0 34.0 8.0
8.0 4.0 9.0 5.0 4.0 48.0 25.0 28.0 15.0
3.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 8.0 52.0 27.0 29.0 18.0
7.0 6.0 3.0 7.0 7.0 36.0 22.0 19.0 4.0
8.0 7.0 9.0 3.0 3.0 51.0 25.0 33.0 13.0
.0 9.0 4.0 6.0 11.0 52.0 25.0 35.0 13.0
1.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 8.0 55.0 28.0 28.0 15.0
9.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 4.0 52-0 31.0 21.0 12.0
2.0 3.0 8.0 6.0 11.0 49.0 27.0 29.0 15.0
6.0 9.0 11.0 1.0 3.0 49.0 26.0 29.0 16.0
6.0 6.0 4.0 9.0 5.0 48.0 28.0 32.0 9.0
12.0 6.0 7.0 1.0 4.0 48.0 27.0 25.0 11.0
6.0 3.0 6.0 5.0 10.0 45.0 23.0 31.0 15.0
9.0 9.0 5.0 6.0 1.0 52.0 22.0 33.0 9.0
5.0 5.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 57.0 19.0 29.0 15.0
10.0 8.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 47.0 21.0 31.0 17.0
2.0 2.0 9.0 10.0 7.0 56.0 33.0 31.0 19.0
9.0 2.0 4.0 10.0 5.0 44.0 27.0 23.0 9.0
1.0 6.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 52.0 27.0 28.0 16.0
2.0 5.0 8.0 5.0 10.0 62.0 34.0 15.0 14.0
9.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 10.0 44.0 23.0 26.0 16.0
3.0 9.0 9.0 1.0 8.0 51.0 24.0 31.0 15.0
11.0 2.0 4.0 10.0 3.0 41.0 27.0 35.0 11.0
2.0 6.0 6.0 9.0 7.0 47.0 17.0 20.0 9.0
8.0 9.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 50.0 27.0 16.0 5.0
3.0 5.0 8.0 10 .0 4.0 49.0 22.0 33.0 21.0
6.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 3.0 56.0 25.0 41.0 13.0
5.0 7.0 10.0 3.0 5.0 44.0 17.0 30.0 11.0
.0 5.0 5.0 9.0 11.0 51.0 25.0 27.0 22.0
8.0 8.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 47.0 24.0 22.0 11.0
2.0 2.0 7.0 11.0 8.0 41.0 21.0 29.0 10.0
5.0 9.0 2.0 6.0 8.0 50.0 22.0 31.0 22.0
6.0 2.0 3.0 12.0 7.0 73.0 32.0 27.0 19.0
5.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 55.0 28.0 30.0 12.0
11.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 2.0 52.0 25.0 29.0 5.0
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105112
105212
105313
105412
105513
105613
105713
105814
105913
106012
106112
106213
106312
106412
106513
106611
106712
106812
106912
107011
107111
107212
107311
107412
107513
107613
107712
107812
107912
108012
108112
108212
108312
108412
108512
108612
108712
108812
108912
109012
109112
109212
109312
109412
109512
109612
109712
109813
109912
110011
110112
110213

7.0
4.0
11.0
5.0
5.0
.0
7.0
10.0
.0
9.0
6.0
1.0
7.0
4.0
4.0
9.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
3.0
12.0
11.0
7.0
9.0
3.0
11.0
8.0
12.0
6.0
6.0
9.0
9.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
11.0
6.0
5.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
9.0
5.0
9.0
9.0
7.0
9.0
5.0
7.0

6.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 56.0 23.0 31.0 15.0
8.0 7.0 5.0 6.0 41.0 22.0 30.0 18.0
6.0 6.0 7.0
.0 48.0 16.0 29.0 14.0
9.0 3.0 4.0 9.0 47.0 23.0 29.0 16.0
9.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 53.0 24.0 26.0 10 .0
8.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 42.0 23.0 31.0 10.0
1.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 53.0 22.0 34.0 19 .0
8.0 6.0 1.0 5.0 46.0 19.0 30.0 12.0
6.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 48.0 19.0 35.0 22.0
6.0 7.0 4.0 4.0 54.0 25.0 12.0 17.0
7.0 3.0 8.0 6.0 45.0 20.0 31.0 19.0
8.0 10.0 5.0 6.0 36.0 14.0 31.0 16.0
5.0 2.0 6.0 10.0 45.0 23.0 32.0 23 .0
2.0 4.0 12.0 8.0 49.0 22.0 35.0 13.0
1.0 5.0 11.0 9.0 42.0 22.0 35.0 20.0
5.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 59.0 31.0 25.0 12.0
10.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 53.0 22.0 23.0 15.0
9.0 3.0 9.0 5.0 47.0 13.0 36.0 10.0
10.0 7.0 3.0 6.0 50.0 14.0 29.0 10.0
2.0 10.0 7.0 6.0 58.0 25.0 30.0 11.0
5.0 8.0 7.0 5.0 53.0 22.0 26.0 11.0
7.0 6.0 5.0 9.0 43.0 22.0 38.0 16.0
7.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 40.0 21.0 25.0 17.0
10.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 57.0 23.0 33.0 16.0
10.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 50.0 24.0 29.0 15.0
3.0 6.0 7.0 5.0 51.0 21.0 24.0 16.0
2.0 8.0 11.0 6.0 51.0 22.0 28.0 16.0
7.0 8.0 3.0 1.0 58.0 28.0 31.0 19.0
8.0 5.0 3.0 6.0 46.0 25.0 35.0 7.0
3.0 9.0 1.0 5.0 47.0 24.0 35.0 22.0
6.0 7.0 4.0 7.0 43.0 21.0 40.0 24.0
8.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 47.0 19.0 31.0 9.0
6.0 5.0 4.0 6.0 65.0 27.0 34.0 11.0
9.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 45.0 22.0 36.0 11.0
6.0 7.0 6.0 4.0 54.0 22.0 30.0 14.0
7.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 45.0 17.0 30.0 12.0
6.0 4.0 6.0 5.0 58.0 25.0 28.0 7.0
6.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 45.0 25.0 34.0 8.0
9.0 3.0 4.0 8.0 55.0 25.0 35.0 7.0
7.0 4.0 7.0 7.0 57.0 28.0 34.0 15.0
7.0 5.0 6.0 4.0 57.0 31.0 28.0 12.0
9.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 49.0 27.0 40.0 15.0
11.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 57.0 26.0 29.0 16.0
7.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 60.0 19.0 29.0 9.0
9.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 53.0 21.0 24.0 12.0
5.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 43.0 33.0 31.0 17.0
5.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 49.0 27.0 27.0 9.0
6.0 2.0 8.0 5.0 55.0 27.0 43.0 10.0
9.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 58.0 17.0 23.0 9 .0
10.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 49.0 27.0 25.0 5.0
9.0 7.0 6.0 3.0 54.0 22.0 33.0 21.0
8.0 4.0 6.0 5.0 49.0 21.0 29.0 10.0
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110312
110414
110512
110612
110713
110813
110913
111014
111112
111212
111313
111411
111512
111612
111711
111812
111913
112012
112112
112211
112311
112413
200122
200223
200322
200423
200523
200622
200722
200823
200923
201022
201122
201222
201323
201422
201522
201622
201722
201823
201923
202022
202123
202222
202322
202422
202524
202623
202721
202822
202922
203022

8.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
5.0
3.0
8.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
8.0
10.0
7.0
6.0
12.0
8.0
6.0
10.0
7.0
3.0
8.0
6.0
10.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
11.0
9.0
5.0
4.0
2.0
10.0
7.0
3.0
4.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
9.0

10.0
8.0
7.0
9.0
10.0
8.0
7.0
10.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
7.0
10.0
10.0
7.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
8.0
3.0
9.0
8.0
3.0
10.0
6.0
4.0
5.0
8.0
5.0
8.0
4.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
10.0
7.0
10.0
4.0
4.0
7.0
4.0
3.0

2.0 5.0 5.0 55.0 22.0 32.0 18.0
3.0 8.0 3.0 67.0 32.0 32.0 19.0
6.0 4.0 7.0 55.0 28.0 33.0 12.0
4.0 3.0 8.0 46.0 23.0 29.0 16.0
5.0 7.0 3.0 53.0 24.0 29.0 10.0
5.0 8.0 6.0 43.0 23.0 36.0 10.0
3.0 6.0 6.0 53.0 22.0 34.0 19.0
5.0 3.0 3.0 46.0 19.0 30.0 12.0
4.0 4.0 6.0 45.0 23.0 32.0 23.0
6.0 7.0 5.0 51.0 22.0 35.0 13.0
3.0 9.0 4.0 53.0 22.0 31.0 20.0
3.0 5.0 5.0 59.0 31.0 25.0 12.0
3.0 4.0 6.0 56.0 22.0 33.0 15.0
2.0 6.0 6.0 36.0 22.0 27.0 16.0
3.0 4.0 4.0 46.0 21.0 28.0 17.0
4.0 5.0 3.0 57 .0 23.0 37 .0 16.0
5.0 5.0 4.0 58.0 24.0 29.0 15.0
7.0 3.0 5.0 45.0 24.0 35.0 22.0
6.0 4.0 5.0 43 .0 21.0 38.0 24.0
9.0 6.0 9.0 49.0 21.0 32.0 15.0
6.0 2.0 5.0 50.0 24.0 31.0 16.0
10.0 1.0 5.0 50.0 25.0 27.0 14.0
7.0 5.0 5.0 57.0 23.0 33.0 23.0
3.0 6.0 3.0 58.0 24.0 32.0 16.0
6.0 6.0 5.0 55.0 25.0 34.0 18.0
10.0 5.0 5.0 52.0 23.0 30.0 14.0
7.0 5.0 7.0 53.0 21.0 36.0 16.0
6.0 4.0 3.0 41.0 25.0 34.0 5.0
9.0 8.0 4.0 49.0 23.0 32.0 17.0
2.0 6.0 5.0 50.0 21.0 30.0 19.0
4.0 6.0 5.0 49.0 22.0 28.0 18.0
7.0 5.0 2.0 47.0 26.0 23 .0 14.0
6.0 8.0 4.0 54.0 17.0 34.0 18.0
10.0 7.0 2.0 55.0 26.0 32.0 16.0
10.0 9.0 2.0 51.0 26.0 35.0 16.0
7.0 3.0 3 .0 36.0 20.0 35.0 14.0
3.0 7.0 6.0 43.0 24.0 36.0 8.0
5.0 8.0 9.0 44.0 13.0 38.0 17.0
9.0 10.0 3.0 47.0 25.0 29.0 16.0
6.0 10.0 10.0 51.0 22.0 31.0 18.0
8.0 9.0 5.0 46.0 20.0 31.0 20.0
10.0 8.0 6.0 49.0 28.0 25.0 15.0
7.0 7.0 7.0 58.0 26.0 39.0 14.0
11.0 8.0 5.0 65.0 29.0 35.0 26.0
10.0 3.0 5.0 60.0 27.0 28.0 18.0
8.0 5.0 9.0 52.0 23.0 34.0 16.0
5.0 6.0 9.0 51.0 26.0 31.0 15.0
9.0 8.0 7.0 57.0 24.0 39.0 24.0
7.0 8.0 7.0 51.0 22.0 25.0 17.0
6.0 5.0 9.0 50.0 25.0 32.0 15.0
9.0 7.0 6.0 54.0 23.0 33.0 18.0
4.0 5.0 9.0 55.0 24.0 30.0 19.0
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203121
203222
203322
203422
203522
203621
203722
203823
203922
204024
204122
204222
204322
204422
204522
204621
204722
204824
204923
205022
205124
205222
205322
205423
205523
205623
205722
205823
205923
206023
206122
206222
206323
206422
206522
206622
206722
206822
206923
207023
207122
207223
207323
207423
207523
207622
207722
207822
207922
208022
208122
208223

2.0 5.0 10.0 8.0 5.0 55.0
5.0 6.0 3.0 10.0 6.0 57.0
4.0 4.0 7.0 8.0 7.0 56.0
6.0 3.0 10.0 7.0 4.0 58.0
1.0 4.0 11.0 7.0 7.0 55.0
.0 6.0 6.0 7.0 11.0 50.0
8.0 3.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 54.0
4.0 7.0 7.0 4.0 8.0 43.0
5.0 3.0 8.0 4.0 10.0 50.0
4.0 7.0 10.0 4.0 5.0 35.0
5.0 2.0 9.0 7.0 7.0 49.0
.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 50.0
2.0 6.0 9.0 7.0 6.0 51.0
8.0 3.0 8.0 4.0 7.0 50.0
.0 6.0 11.0 4.0 9.0 56.0
2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 8.0 60.0
6.0 6.0 6.0 7.0 5.0 41.0
6.0 12.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 52.0
3.0 5.0 4.0 9.0 9.0 49.0
8.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 51.0
.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 41.0
10.0 7.0
.0 5.0 8.0 43.0
6.0 7.0 6.0 4.0 7.0 50.0
5.0 7.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 43.0
4.0 3.0 11.0 5.0 7.0 53.0
4.0 7.0 8.0 10.0 1.0 49.0
5.0 4.0 8.0 6.0 7.0 49.0
3.0 6.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 53.0
7.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 3.0 45.0
8.0 8.0 7.0 5.0 2.0 52.0
8.0 4.0 9.0 7.0 2.0 40.0
8.0 8.0 6.0 7.0 1.0 49.0
6.0 7.0 5.0 8.0 4.0 44.0
2.0 6.0 10.0 9.0 3.0 50.0
11.0 6.0 5.0 6.0 2.0 44.0
3.0 4.0 9.0 8.0 6.0 56.0
5.0 4.0 8.0 9.0 4.0 51.0
1.0 4.0 8.0 10.0 7.0 50.0
7.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 54.0
5.0 6.0 8.0 6.0 5.0 62.0
4.0 2.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 40.0
.0 3.0 11.0 8.0 8.0 59.0
10.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 4.0 60.0
4.0 6.0 6.0 12.0 2.0 43.0
7.0 4.0 8.0 6.0 5.0 56.0
7.0 1.0 4.0 10.0 8.0 53.0
2.0 5.0 11.0 8.0 4.0 58.0
6.0 6.0 6.0 7.0 5.0 41.0
8.0 7.0 2.0 10.0 3.0 55.0
9.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 53.0
6.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 10.0 49.0
10.0 5.0 5.0 8.0 2.0 47.0

25.0
25.0
25.0
24.0
24.0
25.0
23.0
20.0
25.0
28.0
28.0
23.0
21.0
20.0
27.0
22.0
21.0
23.0
22.0
28.0
21.0
26.0
17.0
20.0
24.0
27.0
23.0
20.0
26.0
25.0
22.0
21.0
26.0
22.0
18.0
21.0
20.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
19.0
22.0
27.0
23.0
20.0
25.0
27.0
21.0
24.0
23.0
29.0
20.0

36.0
32.0
32.0
32.0
33.0
38.0
26.0
29.0
34.0
34.0
37.0
30.0
28.0
34.0
24.0
31.0
28.0
30.0
36.0
26.0
33 .0
28.0
30.0
34.0
33.0
44.0
33.0
49.0
37.0
32.0
36.0
31.0
34.0
32.0
30.0
32.0
28.0
30.0
33.0
29.0
33.0
26.0
36.0
27.0
34.0
25.0
33.0
28.0
35.0
35.0
30.0
24.0

16.0
14.0
18.0
25.0
19.0
21.0
18.0
18.0
19.0
22.0
14.0
22.0
18.0
20.0
21.0
18.0
4.0
14.0
16.0
8.0
14.0
21.0
24.0
22.0
13.0
7.0
19.0
4.0
16.0
16.0
13.0
19.0
12.0
16.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
23 .0
18.0
5.0
15.0
19.0
15.0
17.0
20.0
14.0
18.0
4.0
14.0
22.0
17.0
13.0
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208322
208422
208522
208622
208722
208822
208924
209023
209123
209222
209324
209423
209523
209623
209722
209822
209922
210023
210122
210223
210323
210423
210523
210623
210723
210822
210923
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211123
211223
211323
211422
211522
211622
211724
211823
211923
212023
212122
212223
212323
212423
212522
212622
212723
212822
212923
213022
213123
213223
213322
213423

5.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
12.0
2.0
.0
3.0
4.0
.0
4.0
5.0
7.0
3.0
9.0
4.0
2.0
11.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
8.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
10.0
6.0
10.0
9.0
7.0
2.0
2.0
9.0
3.0
11.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
4.0

3.0
3.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
7.0
5.0
8.0
9.0
5.0
2.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
6.0
7.0
2.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
3.0
9.0
7.0
9.0
5.0
3.0
8.0
7.0
9.0
7.0
9.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
6.0
4.0
9.0
7.0
9.0
7.0
4.0
1.0

10.0
6.0
7.0
4.0
4.0
9.0
7.0
9.0
7.0
10.0
11.0
6.0
4.0
7.0
6.0
10.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
8.0
11.0
8.0
9.0
8.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
5.0
11.0
8.0
8.0
11.0
4.0
6.0
10.0
7.0
6.0
7.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
8.0
9.0
8.0
8.0
10.0

7.0 5.0 44.0 24.0 39.0 11.0
8.0 5.0 43.0 23.0 27.0 13.0
8.0 2.0 52.0 24.0 32.0 19.0
8.0 8.0 57.0 29.0 43.0 15.0
6.0 3.0 46.0 20.0 35.0 21.0
10.0 6.0 53.0 24.0 33.0 14.0
11.0 9.0 51.0 21.0 31.0 21.0
8.0 7.0 45.0 24.0 38.0 14.0
9.0 6.0 57.0 23.0 33.0 18.0
5.0 8.0 48.0 24.0 36.0 18.0
4.0 6.0 55.0 21.0 33.0 20.0
5.0 6.0 44.0 19.0 40.0 14.0
7.0 3.0 41.0 27.0 48.0 6.0
9.0 6.0 48.0 22.0 27.0 22.0
6.0 7.0 76.0 32.0 42.0 14.0
8.0 2.0 50.0 29.0 32.0 16.0
9.0 4.0 56.0 25.0 35.0 14.0
3.0 3.0 53.0 27.0 31.0 9.0
7.0 4.0 52.0 22.0 28.0 10.0
5.0 5.0 53.0 25.0 24.0 10.0
8.0 4.0 47.0 19.0 33.0 13 .0
5.0 6.0 51.0 19.0 31.0 15.0
5.0 3.0 48.0 19.0 29.0 14.0
10.0 5.0 47.0 22.0 33.0 10.0
5.0 5.0 46.0 17.0 42.0 20.0
9.0 4.0 54.0 24.0 38.0 22.0
6.0
.0 36.0 19.0 35.0 21.0
9.0 5.0 50.0 24.0 31.0 15.0
.0 48.0 21.0 34.0 18.0
7.0
6.0 3.0 53.0 24.0 31.0 22.0
7.0 2.0 52.0 24.0 28.0 15.0
5.0 5.0 54.0 23.0 31.0 20.0
4.0 7.0 58.0 25.0 31.0 14.0
5.0 3.0 53.0 24.0 39.0 13.0
5.0 8.0 59.0 28.0 34.0 17.0
3.0 4.0 50.0 20.0 33.0 14.0
7.0 9.0 48.0 19.0 36.0 18.0
6.0 4.0 44.0 19.0 36.0 18.0
8.0 6.0 44.0 19.0 32.0 17.0
9.0 3.0 51.0 24.0 31.0 22.0
6.0 9.0 55.0 25.0 32.0 20.0
10.0 8.0 50.0 19.0 33.0 15.0
8.0 6.0 49.0 22.0 28.0 17.0
6.0 10.0 54.0 25.0 31.0 18.0
8.0 3.0 51.0 27.0 42.0 6.0
6.0 9.0 51.0 25.0 25.0 14.0
8.0 5.0 54.0 26.0 37.0 10.0
7.0 7.0 50.0 24.0 36.0 15.0
4.0 7.0 40.0 22.0 28.0 17.0
8.0 5.0 48.0 23.0 35.0 15.0
8.0 8.0 48.0 25.0 37.0 20.0
10.0 5.0 37.0 17.0 35.0 16.0
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213523
213623
213723
213823
213922
214023
214122
214222

4.0
2.0
7.0
3.0
5.0
6.0
4.0
4.0

7.0 6.0 5.0
3 .0 8.0 8.0
8.0 1.0 10.0
8.0 7.0 7.0
5.0 7.0 9.0
5.0 8.0 6.0
8.0 6.0 7.0
7.0 10.0 4.0

8.0
9.0
4.0
5.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

46.0
46.0
48.0
41.0
44.0
48.0
47.0
47.0

20.0
29.0
20.0
18.0
17.0
21.0
19.0
19.0

31.0
37.0
36.0
31.0
31.0
33.0
34.0
28.0

20.0
16.0
18.0
11.0
12.0
16.0
18.0
15.0
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